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ABSTRACT
The compound fibre-optic probe technique developed for use in gas- 
liquid systems has been modified for use in a freely-bubbling three- 
dimensional gas-fluidised bed. Statistics relating to bubble 
properties such as rise velocity, size and frequency distributions 
have been measured at various superficial gas flowrates and positions 
within the bed.
Two different gas distributor plates, one made from sintered metal 
and one a simple perforated plate, were used and results compared 
under identical fluidising conditions.
Under the usual experimental conditions the sampling system collected 
only a small proportion of the bubbles encountered but, in some 
experiments, an alternative mode of operation was employed to give 
a much more accurate estimate of bubble frequency.
Part of the work was devoted to an investigation of the effect on 
the above parameters of a solid obstacle in the form of a horizontal 
tube-bundle immersed in the bed. Results were compared under 
identical operating conditions in the presence and the absence of 
the tube-bundle.
In the course of this investigation, more extensive information has 
been gained as to the size distributions, rising velocities and 
spatial distributions of bubbles in fluidised beds and also their 
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Pluidisation is defined (61) as the operation by which fine solids 
are transformed into a fluid-like state through contact with a gas 
or a liquid. Pass a fluid upward through a bed of fine particles, 
at a low flow rate, fluid merely percolates through the void spaces 
between stationary particles. With an increase in flow rate, 
particles move apart and a few are seen to vibrate and move about 
in restricted regions.
At a still higher velocity, a point is reached when the particles 
are all just suspended in the upward flowing gas or liquid. At 
this point the frictional forces between a particle and fluid 
counterbalance the weight of the particle, the vertical component 
of the compressive force between adjacent particles disappears and 
the pressure drop through any section of the bed about equals the
p-6/
weight of the fluid and particles in that section^ Bed is said to
rL
be incipiently fluidised. If the flow rate is increased above the 
minimum required to produce a fluidised bed, one of two things will 
occur. Either the bed will continue to expand, so that the average 
distance between the particles will become greater or the excess 
fluid will pass through the bed in the form of bubbles, giving rise 
essentially to a two-phase system. These two types are referred to 
as "particulate" and "aggregative". In general, particulate 
fluidisation occurs with liquid-solid systems (with gas-solid 
systems when particles are very fine, and then over a very limited 
range of velocities) .
Aggregative fluidisation occurs with all other gas-solid systems, 
and sometimes with liquid-solid systems when solids are of high 
density. At very high velocities the particles will be transported 
from the system in the fluid stream.
3.
Fluidisation has proved uniquely attractive during the past four 
decades. Although the history of the development of fluidised 
solid technology and its industrial application goes back to pre- 
war years, the use of fluidised beds in large-scale industrial 
operations dates from the closing years of the second world war. 
At this time large quantities of naptha were cracked to gasoline 
using the Fluid Bed Catalytic Process, in order to meet the demand 
for aviation spirit. Fluidised beds have gained prominence in 
many process industries (including chemicals, petroleum, metallurgy, 
food and pharmaceuticals) as a means of bringing particulate 
solids into contact with gases and/or liquids. Many fluidised bed 
operations are physical in nature (e.g. drying, coating and granulation) 
Other operations involve chemical reactions including the aforementioned 
catalytic cracking of hydrocarbons, the manufacture of phthalic 
anhydride, the roasting of metallurgical ores and regeneration of 
spent catalysts.
In recent years fluidised beds have been of special interest because 
of their potential as the central component in new processes for 
utilising coal as a source of energy notably in coal combustion and 
gassification processes.
The fluidised bed offers a number of advantages over most other 
methods of cont acting solids and fluids, in particular high rates 
of heat transfer, temperature uniformity and solids mobility. In 
fact one of the main reasons for the ever increasing application of 
fluidisation in industrial processes is this high rate of heat and 
mass transfer obtainable in fluidised systems. The burning of coal
in fluidised beds is one example of a relatively efficient method 
of generation of heat. It is believed that the good mixing 
characteristic of a fluidised bed is the main reason why the heat 
transfer coefficient may be many times higher than in an equivalent 
packed bed.
Practical applications have diversified the academic research on 
fluidisation in recent years. Heat and mass transfer properties 
of gas fluidised beds as well as the performance of fluid bed 
catalytic reactors are largely determined by the bubble characteristics, 
e.g. in the case of a catalytic reaction the bypass of gas in the 
bubble phase limits the yield of reaction and in the case of bed-to- 
wall heat transfer the local bubble size and frequency governs the 
surface renewal process at the heat transfer surface.
Hence bubble characteristics, the bubble flow pattern and coalescence 
have received much attention among researchers. Despite much 
research, there are still a number of questions to be answered in 
these areas.
Combustion and gas ification are at the centre of many investigations 
today. One of the most effective mechanisms of heat removal from a 
fluidised bed is the use of tube arrays immersed in the bed.
Several years of research in this department led to the development 
of a probe technique for the simultaneous measurement of bubble 
velocity, shape and size, and its distribution in fluidised beds. 
The present work was undertaken to extend such a technique to the 
measurement of bubble properties in a three-dimensional, freely- 
bubbling gas fluidised bed.
Solid obstacles, in the form of a tube-bank were immersed in the 
bed to investigate the effect of the presence of a tube-bank on 
the said bubble characteristics and the dynamics of a gas fluidised 
bed.
Finally, the bubble characteristics in turn are influenced by the 
design of the gas distributor. A multiorifice distributor was 
designed to study the bubbling behaviour and flow pattern of the 
bubble phase for a stream of bubbles rising from such a distributor, 
as well as a porosint plate distributor, with the view to 
investigating the influence of the distributor design on the said 
bubble characteristics.
CHAPTER 2
Survey of the Literature
2.1 Bubble Rise Velocity
2.1.1 Bubble Rise Velocity in Isolation
Dumitrescu ( 26) theoretically derived the expression:
Ub = 0.35 gh V* (2.1)
for the velocity of a large 3-D bubble (bubble diameter almost 
equal to tube diameter) rising in isolation in a liquid of small 
viscosity. Later Davies and Taylor ( 24 ) gave similar results 
with a slightly different value of the empirical constant. But 
Davies and Taylor's work was for bubbles small compared with the 
apparatus dimensions.
For a bubble rising in a large volume of liquid where the width
of the bubble is small compared to the vessel diameter, Rippin (89 )
gave the equation:
Ub = 0.914 (gDe) 3* (2.2)
where De is the diameter of sphere that has the same volume as 
the bubble. Davies and Taylor (24 ) from their experimental 
observations found that bubble rise velocity can be approximated 
by
Ub = 0.71 (gDe)*5 (2.3) 
Davidson et al (22 ) in 3-D beds of small diameter and later 
Harrison and Leung (53) in a bed of bigger diameter measured 
bubble rise velocity. Bubbles of different volumes were injected 
near the bottom of the bed, which was kept at or near incipient 
fluidisation condition. By measuring the time taken by bubbles 
to reach the surface of the bed they gave the following expression
for the bubble rise velocity
J* 1/6 
Ub = kb g^ Vb / (2.4)
8.
Applying the wall correction factor 'm 1 of Uno and Kintner (109) 
they obtained the value of the numerical coefficient kfc> for a 
bubble rising in an infinite medium to be equal to 0.71. Hence
the equation becomes
h 1/6 
Ub« = °- 71 9 vb (2 - 5)
Many authors have measured bubble rise velocity in isolation in 
both 2-D and 3-D beds. Table (2.1) summarises such data for 3-D 
beds only. It is seen from table 2.1 that the value of coefficient 
lies close to 0.71 in the range 0.66 to 0.74. Davidson and 
Harrison (21 ) have suggested that the difference between the 
predictions of equations (2.3) and (2.5) is insignificant and 
applied equation, (2.3) to fluidised beds. Most authors (Leva 
and Wen (63), Potter (83 )) have adopted equation (2.3) to calculate 
bubble rise velocity in fluidised beds.
Observations suggest that velocity of a bubble does not remain 
constant as predicted by these equations. Rowe and Partridge (97 ) , 
Rowe and Matsuno (94 ), Chiba et al (11) report that there is 
considerable fluctuation in the velocity of an individual bubble. 
The variation is supposedly a result of shedding of particles from 
the wake. Rowe and Partridge (97 ) Row and Matsuno (94 ) indicate 
that the wake of a bubble appears to be continuously fed by a 
boundary layer of particles and periodic shedding maintains an 
average size.
TABLE 2.1
SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON BUBBLE VELOCITY IN ISOLATION IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL BEDS
C : Bed of circular cross-section
S Bed of square cross-section
R Bed of rectangular cross-section
d: particle diameter 
GS: Glass spheres 
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dGs , 300 -400^1 X-ray Photo- 
graphy
Ub = 0.717
Donsi et al 
( 25 )
35.0 dac' 17°-350^ Photography Ub =0.77 (gE^/2)
* These authors used wall correction factor 'm 1 from Uno and Kintner 
( 109 ) to calculate
+ Measured bubble rise velocity in a freely bubbling bed and determined 
the value of the coefficient kb using Uu - (U - 00-
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2.1.2 Bubble Rise Velocity in Freely Bubbling Beds
In a case where bubbles are continuously generated at a gas 
distributor the velocity of each bubble is greater than the 
velocity with which a bubble of the same size would rise in 
isolation . Nicklin ( 76 ) was first to study such a case 
theoretically and experimentally for slugs in a gas-liquid 
system. He gave the following relation for bubbles rising in 
a swarm
ua = ub« + VA (2 * 6)
where G^ is the gas flow rate. If the postulate (Toomey and 
Johnstone (J.0.8) ) that the additional gas flow above the amount 
required for incipient fluidisation forms bubbles in a bed, the 
above equation could be used for bubbles rising in freely 
bubbling fluidised beds. Davidson and Harrison (21 ) and Orcutt, 
Davidson and Pigford ( 78 ) applied the above equation to a 
fluidised bed. Equation (2.1) could be rewritten for fluidised 
bed as follows:
"a = "boo + (U - %f) (2.7)
Several workers have measured bubble rise velocity in freely 
bubbling three-dimensional fluidised beds. Observations were 
made either by submerging probes in the bed (Yasui and Johanson 
(125) , Kobayashi et al ( 59 ) , Whitehead and Young (120) , Park, 
Kang, Capes and Osberg and Kobayashi (59 ) , Chiba et al ( 11) , 
Burgess and Calderbank ( 6 ) , Pereira (81 ) ) , or by taking 
photographs of bubbles visible at the wall of the bed (Godard 
and Richardson ( 41 ) . These observations show that bubbles do 
travel faster in bubbling fluidised beds than in isolation.
11.
Results of only one author (Kobayashi, Arai and Chiba (59 )) show 
the opposite effect. The reason is that slugging conditions 
prevailed in this system.
In most cases it is difficult to make a quantitative comparison
of the experimental data with equation (2.7) . Godard and Richardson
( 41) and Chiba et al ( 11 ) fitted their data to an equation of the
i< 
type Ub = K£ Ogpb) . Yasui and Johanson (125) reported bubble rise
velocity as a function of height above the distributor. 
Whitehead and Young (120) plotted their results in the form of 
bubble rise velocity as a function of gas flow rate. However Park 
et al ( 79 ) fitted their data to equation (2.7) and gave the 
following relation
Ua = 0.706 (gDe )*5 + (U-Umf) (2.8) 
which compare well with Nicklin's prediction.
Masson and Jottrand (67 ), using a light probe in 3-D bed reported 
that the relationship between the velocity and the size of the 
bubbles at a given point is linear and that the bubble "flow at a 
given point increases linearly with the fluidisation velocity.
12,
2.1.3 Effect of Tube Wall on Bubble Rise Velocity
When the size of bubbles in fluidised beds is small compared to 
the tube diameter (De/D < 0.1) the rise velocity with respect to 
the bed ahead of the bubble is determined by the volume of the 
bubble. If such is the case for bubbles in a freely bubbling 
bed or in a section of it close to the distributor, then the bed 
or that section is said to be operating in the "bubbling regime". 
The bubbles grow in size because of coalescence and when the 
ratio H/D is high enough slugs are formed. The velocity of a 
slug is determined by the diameter of the tube rather than by 
the volume of each slug. The part of the bed where slugs are 
formed is said to have entered into the "slugging regime". The 
transition from the bubbling regime to the slugging regime is 
slow and gradual and in all continuously slugging beds there 
exists a region where bubbles are partially influenced by the 
tube wall and their velocity is approximated by some function of 
bubble volume and tube diameter. This section of the bed is said 
to be operating in the "transition region" and in this text it is 
always referred to by this name.
Uno and Kintner (109) , Collins ( 18 ) , Collins (19 ) , showed that 
the velocity of a bubble is reduced when the ratio De/D is greater 
than about 0.1. Uno and Kintner (109) measured rise velocities 
of bubbles in the transition region (De/D > 0.1) in liquids 
contained in tubes of various diameters. Based on their 
observations they gave a wall correction factor 'm' which




where b, the constant, is a function of tube size and surface 
tension of the liquid.
Collins ( 18 ). solved the equation for the flow of a uniform 
stream past a circular body ( 18 ) and later on ( 19 ) gave the 
equivalent three-dimensional solution. He derived the following 
equation for the effect of tube wall on rise velocity of a 
spherical cap bubble:
ub = 2 Cg'rJ l2 (R/rb) T! 2 (C/R) (2.10)
*J O * t *"
where: T (C/R) = ^n exp(-kn C/R) ] JQ* (kn)
I [kn2 exp(-kn C/R) ] jo2 (kn )
I 2
The summations are taken over all positive values of kn for which 
Jj, (kn ) = 0. The symbols J0 and Ji are the Bessel functions and 
the symbol C has the same meaning as in Collins 1 (1967) paper, (19) 
To support the theory Collins measured bubble rise velocity 
in gas-water systems and obtained a fairly good agreement between 
his theory and the experiments. Bubbles of different sizes were 
injected by Donsi et al (: 25 ) at different radial positions in 
a bed kept at near incipient fluidisation conditions. They used 
the equation for bubble rise velocity in a fluid as predicted by 
the wave theory (Mendelson ( 71 )) to fit their data
.11)
where bo is the distance between the bubble and the tube wall 
defined as follows: If viewed from the top of the bed, bubble 
boundary could be drawn as a small circle off-centred in a bigger 
circle of diameter equal to that of the bed, then b0 is the shortest 
distance between the circumferences of the two circles.
2.2 Particle Motion Caused by Rising Bubbles
As a bubble rises in a fluidised bed it causes an originally 
horizontal layer of particles to be drawn up into a peak behind 
it. The shape of the peak formed is similar to that of a drift 
profile caused by a solid sphere rising in a liquid. Observations 
in two-dimensional beds (Gabor ( 32), Singh et al (102)) and three- 
dimensional beds (Rowe et al (98 )/ Woolard and Potter (122)) show 
that this drift effect causes virtually no net upward flow of 
particles, and that the volume of particles drawn up is approximately 
equal to the downflow of solids in the surrounding dense phase. 
Rowe and Partridge (95 ) report that the total upward displacement 
of particles is approximately equal to half the bubble volume. 
Woolard and Potter (122) gave a slightly smaller figure. They 
report that the drift volume is equal to about  =- of the volume 
of the bubble. Measured drift profiles could also be used to 
determine the horizontal distance from the bubble within which 
particle motion is caused by a rising bubble. Measurements made 
by Rowe (91 ), Gabor (32 ), Woolard and Potter (122) and Singh 
et al (102) show that particle motion is caused in a narrow region 
extending horizontally a distance equal to 1.5-2.0 times the 
width (Dfc) of the bubble.
Jin Yong et al ( 57 ) investigated the movement of particles in a 
gas-fluidised bed using a laser technique. They found that, under 
the same superficial gas velocity, the intensity of particle 
circulation was different at different heights and at higher levels 
more intensified circulations were observed.
15,
2.3 Bubble Formation at a Single Orifice
By balancing the buoyancy force and rate of change of upward 
momentum of the liquid surrounding the bubble , David son and 
Schuler ( 23 ) gave the following expression for the volume of 
a gas bubble formed at an orifice in a gas liquid system:
Vs-
Vbo = 1-378 ~ (2.12)
where Gb is the gas flow rate through the orifice . Davidson and 
Harrison ('21 ) using a slightly different expression for the 
upward momentum of the liquid gave a value of the numerical 
coefficient equal to 1.138. Davidson and Schuler ( 23 ) in gas- 
liquid systems and Harrison and Leung ( 52 ) in fluidised beds 
operating at near incipient conditions, measured the volume of 
bubbles formed at a single orifice and found that the predicted 
Vbo by the above equation is in very good agreement at low gas 
rates through the nozzle. At higher gas rates they found that 
the equation overestimates the volume of the primary bubbles. 
Harrison and Leung ( 52 ) observed that for a wide range of gas 
rates with orifices in the range of 0.5-2.5 cm diameter, the 
frequency of bubble formation at a single nozzle remains within 
18-21 bubbles per second. They also mentioned that during the 
formation of a bubble gas leakage to the continuous phase is not 
more than 15% of the volume of bubble and usually it is much less 
than this.
16.
Vakhrushev and Basov (110 ) derived different equations for the 
estimation of the volume of bubbles formed at a single orifice 
under different operating conditions. For a case where gas 
leakage is considerable they gave a fairly complicated equation 
(which is not presented here). In a situation where gas leakage 
is small compared to the bubble volume, and can be ignored, this 
gave the following two equations for large and small primary 
bubbles respectively
Vbo = 0.890 -~ /5 (for Vbo > 3.4 cm 3 ) (2.13) 
g /s
Vbo = 0.52 Gb  tir^lZJJsrl A (2.14)
where £D is the porosity of the dense phase, Vg is the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluidising gas and P is a constant. They 
compared predictions made by their equations and by the following 
equations derived by other authors with the experimental data 
collected in fluidised beds reported in literature
Vbo = 1.138 G6/5 / g 3/5 (21) (2.15)
Vbo = 0.976 G 6/5 / g 3/s (85) (2.16)
Vbo = 0.806 Gfa 6/5 / g /5 (2.17)
On the plot of Vbo versus Gb the predicted lines drawn using the 
above equations lay close to each other. Each equation showed a 
region of gas flow rate through the nozzle within which it duplicated 
the experimental data very well whereas the other equations in that 
region either under or over estimated the bubble volume.
17.
Chiba et al ( 10 ) , assuming that the velocity of a bubble as 
it is formed at the orifice is given by: U^ = k^ / g Dt,o , gave 
the following equations for the volume of a primary bubble :
(2.18)
They compared their predictions with the measurements made in 
a 2-D bed.
18.
2.4 Bubble Size at the Distributor
Miwa et al ( 73 ) and Watson and Harrison (.112) used equation 
(2.15) (i.e. Vbo * 1.138 G s / g Vs to predict the size of 
bubbles formed at a distributor. Miwa et al gave the following 
equations: V v ^ C . G\ . ^ . \> ~ A ̂ )
= 0.347 \ A (U-Umf)/n0 Y 5 for perforated plates. (2.19)
2
= 0.00376 vU-Umf ) for porous plates. (2.20)
Equation (.2.20) is also applicable to perforated plates when the 
gas-rate is greater than the critical flow rate above which 
bubbles coalesce with neighbouring bubbles as they are formed.
Watson and Harrison (112 ) proposed the equations:
Dbo = (36 G0 2 / 7T2 g) /s (2.21)
5 Td 2 + 2 < ubc - gtc )tc ^ici/t0 (2.23)
where:
Ubc = velocity of the combined bubble, cm/sec
= time of coalescence, in this case, time of 
contact of two bubbles from neighbouring 
orifices 
= delay between operation of two neighbouring
orifices 
to = time for bubble to grow to diameter
from a single orifice 
= time of detachment equal to
^_ (D » . Db3c) +1=
= diameter of the combined bubble, cm.
19.
Equation (2.21) gives the size of bubbles at a distributor when 
they are formed separately at each orifice without any interference 
from the other orifices. Equation (2.22) applies to a situation 
where a forming bubble grows to such a size that it overlaps the 
adjacent orifice and then grows at the expense of both of them, 
and equation (2.23) gives the size of bubbles which form independently 
at separate orifices and combine into one when their perimeter 
touch.
Leung (62) applied equation (2.15) to calculate bubble size at 
the distributor, assuming uniform gas distribution, to develop 
a method for distributor design.
20.
2.5 Bubble Shape
Rowe and Partridge ( 97) noted from X-ray studies that single 
bubbles in fluidised beds have characteristic lengths which are 
associated almost exclusively with a spherical frontal surface 
and spherical cap shape, usually with an indented near surface. 
However, Harrison ( 50 ) postulated that reduced particle size 
could lead to greater bubble eccentricity because of a decrease 
in the apparent bed viscosity. Examination of Rowe and Partridge's 
data for 3-D bubbles reveals that for a particle size of 100 urn 
as used here, the wake angle 6^ should be almost 150° with the 
wake fraction approaching 0.40.
Unlike bubbles in gas-liquid systems, where bubble shapes range 
from spheres through oblate spheroids, irregular ellipsoids to 
spherical caps, as reported by several workers (58, 65 ), the 
bubble shape depending on its volume,bubbles in fluidised beds 
present a single shape independent of volume ( 81). Bubble 
shapes in fluidised beds are generally spherical with an indented 
rear surface, which comprises a wake of particles travelling with 
the bubble.
The best description of bubble shape in fluidised beds was given
by Rowe and Partridge (97) analysing three dimensional bubbles
in fluidised beds of different materials, using X-ray photography.
Fig. (2.1) presents an idealised description of their findings. 
The wake angle, 6W , was found to increase with diminishing 
particle size. For glass spheres they found 0W = 134° at 




Ideal gas-fluidised bed bubble, 









Figure 2.2 Bubble? shapes in various materials
(after Rowe and Partri<i<K-> (97;
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Fig. (2.2) shows the bubble outlines as obtained by Rowe and 
Partridge 97 for different materials.
The variation of the wake angle with particle size was analysed 
by Harrison (50) by considering the variation of the bed viscosity 
with particle size. This has been measured by Kramers (60) and 
Matheson et al (69) / who found that the bed viscosity decreases 
with decreasing particle size. Thus, as particle size decreases 
bubbles in fluidised beds will tend to have the same shape as 
the idealised shape proposed by Davies and Taylor for bubbles in 
inviscid liquids, a trend which is reflected in Fig. (2.2) .
23
Observations in 2-D beds (Rowe (91)), Rowe and Partridge (95), 
Rowe et al (99), Toei et al (106), Singh (101) using 
photographic techniques and in 3-D beds (Harrison and Leung (53) , 
Rowe and Partridge (97), Toei et al (106), Rowe and Matsuno (94) 
using visual observations at the wall or employing X-ray 
photography, show that bubbles have a nearly circular or 
spherical cap with a concave base line. Burgess and Calderbank 
(6) developed a compound (5-channel) electrosensitivity probe 
which was capable of detecting the bubble shape in gas-liquid 
systems. Pereira (81) developed a similar compound probe but 
used light-guides (fibre-optic) to measure the bubble eccentricity 
in froth regimes. Figure (2.3) below exhibits the generally 
observed shape.
Fig. 2.3
In most cases, the bubble occupied more than half the volume of 
the sphere of which the cap is part. The wake angle 6W] , in 
most cases, remained less than or equal to 160 C. Rowe and 
Partridge (97), Singh (101) suggest that the angle 9W] increases 
with decrease in average particle diameter.
24.
Studies by Rowe and Matsuno ( 94 ) , Rowe and Everett (93 ) , 
Werther (115 ) and Rowe and Widmer (100 ), indicate that bubbles, 
as they grow in size tend to become somewhat flatter in shape 
and carry a relatively large wake.
Rowe and Matsuno ( 94) and Harrison and Leung (53) used the 
following equations respectively to correlate the volume of a 
bubble with its shape.
Vb = 7T rb +cos (- V3 Cos
\ ") fl 1 ft 1
- TT rw 3 jy - Cos (~|^) + /3 Cos (-?p-' ) J (2.24)
= TT rb 3 \j - Cos (180 - 8WJ ) + 1 /3 Cos 3 (180 - 9Wl )> (2.25)
Rowe and Widmer (100) recorded the shapes of numerous bubbles in 
fluidised beds of differing materials using X-ray photography. 
 They found that for all materials the ratio of bubble volume VB 
to the volume Vg of a sphere of the same radius was related to 
radius R by r ^ , \/s
VB . 1 _ e-o.ii4R
Burgess and Calderbank ( t> ) suggested
) (2 - 27!
for an idealised bubble shape with a flat base and 50° angle 





Figure 2.4 Idealised bubble shape with a flat base and a 
50 angle between its rim and polar axis.
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2.6 Variation of Bubble Size and Frequency with Height: Single Orifice
Behaviour of bubbles rising continuously from a single nozzle placed 
near the bottom of a bed of incipiently fluidised particles has been 
observed by several workers in both two- (Toei and Matsuno (105 ) 
Singh (101 ) and three-dimensional fluidised beds, (Karrison and 
Leung ( 54) , Botterill et al ( 7 ) Orcutt and Carpenter ( 77 ) ) .
Such a chain of bubbles provides a good means of studying bubble 
coalescence in a vertical line, and the change in bubble properties 
as a function of bed height in its simplest form. Observations 
made in two-dimensional (Toei and Matsuno (IDS ), Singh (101 )) and 
three-dimensional (Botterill et al ( 7 ) ) fluidised beds show that 
as a result of coalescence bubble frequency at a given height 
decreases approximately exponentially with increasing height above 
the nozzle, and that frequency is almost independent of gas flow 
rate through the nozzle. Their results show that bubble frequency 
at about 3 cm above the injection point lies in the range 10-12 
per second and decreases to about 3 per second at approximately 
20cm above the nozzle. Only two authors (105, 77) 
measured bubble frequency higher up in the bed. They report an 
approximate figure of 2 bubble /second at a bed height of equal to 
50 - 60 cm above the orifice . Botterill et al ( 7 ) gave the 
following empirical equation for the variation of bubble frequency 
with bed height
= 34"°- 76 (2.28)
where y = vertical distance above the bubbling nozzle
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Observations of bubble size (Harrison and Leung ( 54 ), Botterill 
et al ( 7 ), Toei and Matsuno (105) show that the average bubble 
diameter at a given level in a bed increases with increasing bed 
height and increasing gas flow rate through the nozzle.
Results reported in literature show that bubble properties vary 
as a function of bed height only up to a certain level in the bed 
and at higher levels bubble properties remain almost constant. 
This infers that bubble coalescence is completed within a certain 
height above the orifice. Observations made by different 
experimenters show a different value of the height beyond which 
bubble properties remain constant. Results- of Harrison and 
Leung (54 ) in a 15 cm bed,Botterill et al and Singh show that 
coalescence is complete within approximately 30 cm above the 
orifice, while observations made by Harrison and Leung (54) in 
a 61 cm bed, Toei and Matsuno (105) show bubble properties 
remaining independent of bed height at levels higher than 60 - 70 cm 
above the orifice.
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2.7 Bubble Behaviour in Freely-Bubbling Beds
2,7.1 Bubble Size as a Function of Bed Height
Many authors have reported measurements of bubble size in freely 
bubbling three-dimensional fluidised beds. Different measuring 
techniques such as capacitance probes, electroresistivity probes, 
photography, X-rays etc., were used and different bubble size 
parameters, convenient to the technique employed, were measured. 
For example, experimenters who used probes for their study 
measured the average height of bubbles, whereas workers who 
employed photographic techniques gauged the average bubble 
diameter at different heights. In cases where probes were used 
no allowances were made for the probability of the probe not 
recording the height at the centre of the bubble. This is shown 
in Fig. (2.5). Sizes of fluidised beds used by different workers 
cover a wide range. The smallest bed used was 7.0cm in diameter 
and the biggest was 122 x 122 cm bed of square cross-section. 
The range of gas flow rates covered is U - t^f < 42.0Cw
Figure 2.5
Examples of uncertainties involved in measuring 
bubble size by the length of pulses produced by 
a probe immersed in a bed.
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Observations of bubble size in freely bubbling axi-symmetric beds 
show that at a given level bubbles of different sizes are present 
and that average bubble size at a given height increases with 
increasing height above the distributor and increasing gas flow 
rate. Most authors have indicated that average bubble size 
increases linearly with bed height whereas some authors have 
reported a slight decrease in bubble growth rate with increasing 
bed height. From the observations reported in the literature 
one could conclude to some extent that at a constant gas flow 
rate bubble growth rate is high near the distributor, because 
of very rapid coalescence in that region, decreases slightly 
with increasing height and then remains constant for the larger 
portion of the bed. However if the bed is fairly tall, slugging 
conditions might be approached and a slight decrease in growth 
rate could be observed. Details of the systems used by different 
workers and conclusions made by them are summarised in chronological 
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2.8 Bubble Frequency as Function of Bed Height
The term "bubble frequency" has been used rather liberally in 
the literature. Bubble properties such as Fb , number of bubbles 
passing a certain height per unit time, fb, number of bubbles 
striking a probe per unit time- and f'^, average number of bubbles 
present in a given volume, are sometimes referred to as bubble 
frequency. Although the above quantities are numerically different 
from each other, they are closely inter-related and show a similar 
variation with bed height and with gas flow rate.
Several authors have measured one of the above mentioned bubble 
properties in freely-bubbling three-dimensional fluidised beds. 
Conditions under which measurements were made are summarised in 
Table (2.3). It is fairly established (Yasui and Johanson (125), 
Hamilton (49 ) , Geldart ( 35 ) , Argyriou, List and Shinnar ( 3 ) , 
McGrath and Streatfield ( 68 ) , Rowe and Everett ( 93 ) , Tomita and 
Adachi (107), Werther (115), Fryer (31 )) that bubble frequency 
in bubbling fluidised beds decreases approximately exponentially 
with increasing bed height.
Allahwala ( 1 ) using a computer model simulating a three- 
dimensional, freely-bubbling gas-fluidised bed showed that there 
is good agreement between the experiments of Hamilton (49 ) and 
the predictions of his simple model.
The variation of bubble frequency with (U-Umf) is not very 
clearly known. Observations made by Geldart ( 35) show that 
frequency decreases almost linearly with increasing gas rate, 
whereas McGrath and Streatfield report that bubble frequency 
first increases with increasing (U-Umf) , reaches a maximum value, 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.9 Bubble Frequency Distribution
Observations of bubble frequency distributions in freely-bubbling 
fluidised beds (Whitehead and Young (120), Grace and Harrison (46), 
Park et al (79 ), Singh (101), Tomita and Adachi (107), Werther (115), 
Watson and Harrison (112), Burgess and Calderbank (6 ), show that 
at heights not in the vicinity of the gas distributor, bubbles tend 
to follow preferred tracks and as a result the distribution of 
bubbles becomes non-uniform. Observations made by the above authors 
could be summarised as follows: At heights close to the distributor 
the distribution of bubbles across the bed cross-section remains 
fairly even, this suggests a homogeneous bubbling at the gas 
distributor. The bubble frequency distribution as one moves 
upwards from the distributor first shows a region of relatively 
higher bubble frequency, near the tube wall. This region then 
moves towards the centre of the bed with increasing height above 
the distributor and increasing flow rate. Watson and Harrison (112 ) 
in their paper plotted peakedness, a measure of non-uniformity in 
bubble distribution at a given height, as a function of bed height. 
They showed that these non-uniformities in fluidised beds first 
increase with bed height, then decrease slightly, inferring a 
slight redistribution of bubbles and starts increasing again with 
increasing height above the distributor. Tomita and Adachi (107 ) 
also report a slight redistribution of bubbles with increasing bed 
height. Burgess and Calderbank (part II 6 ) defined bubble size 
distribution as the number fraction of bubbles of a given size 
existing in the entire volume of the dispersion; a spatial 
definition. They later (part III, 6 ) used this definition to 
measure the bubble size distribution in a freely-bubbling 
fluidised bed of circular cross-section. They reported that at
the top of the bed, bubbles exist preferentially at the bed centre­ 
line, which from their enhanced velocity may be recognised as the 
position of upward emulsion phase movement. Conversely, smaller 
bubbles exist in the region of downward emulsion movement near the 
vessel walls. They also showed that at the bottom of the bed the 
opposite trend obtains with the bubbles near to the wall being 
larger than those near to the centre. They concluded that larger 
bubbles exist in regions of upward emulsion phase movement and 
vice-versa.
Masson and Jottrand (_67 ) reported that the bubble fraction at a 
given point varies proportionally to the difference U - U^f and 
the bubble flow changes linearly with the fluidisation velocity.
Yoshida et al (126 ) measured bubble size distributions using 
laser beams. Their results showed that the distributions had a 
bi-nodal form differing from the distributions previously reported.
Farrokhalaee and Clift (29 ) developed a model for predicting 
bubble behaviour and their results are generally in agreement 
with the measurements of Werther (115_). They reported that some 
discrepancy arose from non-uniform bubble formation caused by 
solids circulation. Their model predicts that the size and spatial 
distribution of bubbles at any level above the distributor is 
dependent on the bed depth above that level.
2.10 Division of Gas Between Bubble and Dense Phases
The relation between bubble flow rate, GB , and gas flow rate in a 
f luidised bed can be given as :
UQB = GB/A = U - kd Ujnf (2.29)
The simple two-phase theory of Toomey and Johnstone (108) predicts 
that k^ = 1 . Lockett, Davidson and Harrison ( 66) considered the 
effect of volume fraction occupied by bubbles, £B , and of gas flow 
through the bubbles. They gave:
kd ~ ! + eB in 2~D beds 
= 1 + 2£ in 3-D beds
Observations made by several workers, tabulated in Table 2.6, show 
that the value of k^ differs from system to system and that within 
a given system at a given height k^ increases with increasing gas 
flow rate and decreases with increasing height above the distributor, 
It is seen from the table (2.4) that in most cases the value of kd 
lies between 1.1-6.0. Grace and Clift ( 44) extended the theory 
of Lockett et al ( 66) incorporating the variation of £3 with height 
They proposed:
A UGBab = °mf kd (%a ' eBb) (2.30) 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.11.1 Vertically Aligned Bubbles
Studies in fluidised beds show that in most cases only two bubbles 
are involved in the process of coalescence. When the two bubbles 
are nearly vertically aligned to each other one bubble (called the 
following bubble) is accelerated, enters into the wake of the other 
(referred to as the leading bubble) and coalesces with it. During 
the process of coalescence bubbles deform and this deformation 
follows a rather standard sequential pattern. The influence of 
the leading bubble is such that the front edge of the following 
bubble is accelerated more than its rear edge, resulting in 
elongation of the following bubble. The shape of the leading 
bubble is not affected until the following bubble is fairly close 
to it whereupon its base flattens out. When the two bubbles are 
about to become one, the front of the following bubble starts to 
extend sideways in order to be able to fit into the back of the 
leading bubble. On coalescence the thin film of particles which 
held the two bubbles separate, breaks and some particles are 
thrown inside the leading bubble. The above model of bubble 
coalescence summarises the observations made by most workers 
(Harrison and Leung ( 54), Botteri 11 et al ( 7 ), Toei and 
Matsuno (105) , Godard and Richardson ( 41 ) , Clift and Grace (12 ) / 
Singh (101)).
Some contradictory results have been reported in the literature 
Most authors (54), (41), (101), (101), observed that during 
bubble coalescence in fluidised beds the velocity of leading 
bubble remains constant. However (12, 14, 45) from their 
theoretical and experimental analysis are of the opinion that 
the leading bubble accelerated, but only slightly, and that the 
acceleration of the leading bubble is significant in 2-D beds 
only. They (12) gave the following expression for the velocity 
of the leading and the trailing bubbles respectively:
(2.31)
(2.32) 
(h 1 +rb2 )
where b2 rb i and ^"1 b i are the particle velocities 
(h 1 +rbi) (h 1 +rb2 )
at the noses of leading and the following bubbles respectively. 
Singh (101) reports that velocity of the following bubble can 
be approximated by the expression:
(2 - 33 '
The subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the leading and following bubbles 
respectively .
(54) , (105) and Singh from their observations support the idea 
that there exists a critical distance behind the leading bubble 
beyond which the effect of the leading bubble is not felt by 
the following bubble. (Harrison and Leung (54) and Singh (101) 
observed that this critical distance is approximately equal to 
one bubble diameter. Toei and Matsuno (105) report that the 
critical distance is equal to (Dbi + Db2^/2 -°- clift and Grace
and Lin (64) suggest that equal sized bubbles will always 
coalesce regardless of their initial spacing provided that the 
bed is tall enough and that critical distance only exists when 
the following bubble is smaller than the leading one.
Toei and Matsuno (105) observed a slight deceleration of the 
rear bubble just before coalescence occurs. No such effect has 
been reported by any other worker. Singh (101) f Grace (43) , 
Grace and Venta (48) found that when two bubbles coalesce the 
volume of the newly formed bubble is about 10 - 15% greater than 
the sum of the two volumes of the two parent bubbles. Also during 
coalescence gas leakage from the trailing bubble to the leading 
bubble and vice-versa is reported (Grace (43) and Grace and Clift 
(45) to take place only rarely. The phenomenon is relatively 
more frequent when the bubbles are different in size.
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2.11.2 Bubbles not in Vertical Alignment
When two bubbles are travelling upwards, side by side in the 
same horizontal line, they seldom coalesce with each other, 
but maintain their relative positions. However, when one of 
the bubbles lies obliquely below the other, the velocity of 
the lower bubble is influenced by the presence of the leading 
bubble and coalescence does occur. At this stage the leading 
bubble is hardly affected by its trailing counterpart.
When ((), the angle between the vertical line passing through the 
centre of the leading bubble and line joining the noses of the 
two bubbles, is large, the lower bubble experiences a retarding 
effect and as a result the distance between the two bubbles 
becomes larger and angle $ becomes smaller. As the angle <}> 
gradually decreases the velocity of the following bubble gradually 
increases, exceeds the velocity of the upper one and it coalesces 
with the leading bubble. During coalescence the bubbles deform 
and follow roughly the same sequential pattern as described for 
the vertically aligned bubbles except for the fact that instead 
of the following bubble being elongated in the vertical direction 
it becomes stretched obliquely in the direction of the leading 
bubble. The picture of coalescence described above is in accordance 
with the observations made by Toei and Matsuno (105) / Singh (101 ) , 
Clift and Grace (14), . , and Grace and Clift (45) .
Two authors (Toei and Matsuno (105 ), Singh (101 )) measured the 
time taken for the two obliquely aligned bubbles to become one big 
bubble. Their observations show that the time for coalescence
increases with increase in the angle $• Toei and Matsuno (105) 
report that the time for coalescence of bubbles aligned with the 
angle <J> equal to 45 and 57 is twice and thrice respectively, 
the time for coalescence of the same sized vertically aligned 
bubbles. Singh (101 ) gave the following equation for the velocity 
of the trailing bubble:
(1 - Sin (<j>) ) (2.34)* uel 
and found a tolerable agreement with his experimental data.
Darton, Lanauze, Davidson and Harrison ( 20 ) investigating 
bubble growth due to coalescence in fluidised beds gave the 
following equation for the bubble diameter.
De = 0.54 (U-Unjf) 0 ' 4 (h + 4 /AQ) °- 8/g°- 2 (2 .35)
where h = height above the distributor
AQ = is the "catchment area" for the bubble stream at
the distributor plate , which characterises different 
distributors.
The basis of their theory is that bubbles tend to rise in 
preferred paths and that the distance travelled by two neighbouring 
bubbles before coalescence is proportional to their lateral 
separation. With the empirical constant 0.54, the above equation 
agrees quite well with the most of the literature data on bubble 
size, provided bubble growth is not limited by the presence of 
fine particles.
Werther (115) developed a statistical model of bubble coalescence 
in freely bubbling beds using the mechanism of bubble coalescence 
put forward by Clift and Grace (..12 , 13 ) , with a porous plate 
distributor in 1 m diameter bed. He proposed an empirical correlation
for bubble growth:
V3 
dv = 0.853 (1+0.272 (U-l^f)) + (1 +0.0689h) 1 * 21 (2.36)
dv = diameter of sphere with a volume equal to the 
local average bubble volume, cm
h = height above distributor, cm 
U, Umf are in cm/sec.
2 ' 12 Bubble Splitting
Observations of bubbles in fluidised beds (Rowe et al ( 99 ) , Rowe 
and Partridge ( ,97 ) , Botterill et al ( 7 ), Rowe and Matsuno ( 94 ) , 
Clift and Grace (- 16 ) have indicated that bubbles have a tendency 
to split into more than one daughter bubbles. Their results can be 
summarised as follows: Bubbles splitting takes place when a small 
knife-edge of particles descends from the roof of the bubble, grows 
while moving down through the bubble and eventually divides the 
bubble. It is quite typical that one of the daughter bubbles is 
considerably smaller than the other and in some cases the smaller 
bubble moves round behind the larger counterpart and recoalesces 
with it. Observations show that the phenomenon of bubble splitting 
does not take place very frequently in fluidised beds. Rowe ( 92 ) 
has shown that more than 50% of the bubbles in a fluidised bed do 
not split and about 25% of the split bubbles immediately recoalesce 
with each other.
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2.13 Behaviour of Gas Distributors
Whitehead and Dent ( 118) determined UIf the superficial gas 
velocity required to initiate operation of all the tuyeres in 
a gas distributor, and found that Uj is of the order of 5 Umf . 
They also measured UM , a critical minimum gas velocity at which 
a distributor could function without any tuyere becoming 
momentarily non-operative . They gave the following empirical 
equation :
- 0-7 [ 0.49 + 3.23 x lO-? n0°- 22 KD*p pH ] 
L
where H and Pp are in (ft) and (lb/ft~ 3 ) respectively. Flow 
factor KD is equal to 60 uApu" * where App is the pressure drop
across the distributor (in of
Fakhimi and Harrison ( 28 ) derived an expression relating the 
number of orifices operating at any time in a distributor with
gas flow rate. They proposed:
\ -2--
I**nw = ——————^=————=——————————— (2.37)
no 1 + ^-*- Apx _^ - Ap« -s-1
where nw is the number of orifices operating at a certain gas 
flow rate, and Aps is the pressure drop across the preferential 
gas path through the bed.
Whitehead and Dent ( 118) and Fakhimi and Harrison ( 28 ) have 
also pointed out that it is important to know whether a particular 
fluidising flow-rate has been reached by increasing or decreasing 
the gas supply. Fakhimi and Harrison ( 28 ) obtained a good
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agreement between their predictions and experiments when nw was 
measured by decreasing the gas supply. However, when nT , was
v»
measured by increasing the gas rate, equation (above) agreed with 
the experiments only up to when nw/no = 0.7 -0.85.
Werther (114 ) investigated the influence of distributor design 
on the local bubble characteristics. Eight different distributor 
plates, including multihole, nozzle and tuyere-type distributors 
were used. He developed a method which permitted the prediction 
of bubble growth as a function of height above the distributor, 
excess gas velocity and distributor design. His model predicts 
local average bubble sizes which are in good agreement with 
measurements for all the distributors used and also with the 
results of Whitehead and Young (120 ). Yue and Kolaczkowski (127 ) 
proposed a method for the design of a multiorifice distributor 
for a fluidised bed. 'They proposed the following:
where N = total number of orifices,
AT = total area of fluidised bed (m2 )
hs = height of spout or jet (m)
eB = average bubble voidage,
Hmf = bed height at minimum fluidisation.
To determine the superficial gas velocity at which all the orifices 
become active, they proposed the following equation
e + 0.363 £ ) a>£_!2 + u ) * (2.39)
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where <j> = a° , the orifice density 
AT
ao = area of orifice
CD = coefficient of discharge of orifice
They found that the bed height affects the performance of the 
distributor, except in the case of very deep beds. Hsiung and 
Grace ( 56 ) experimenting with a bed of rectangular cross- 
section (8 x 10 cm) concluded that for low pressure drop orifices, 
the frequency of bubble formation depends on the volume of chamber 
feeding the orifice. As the flow rate through the orifice 
increases the bubble frequency levels off at a constant value 
between about 19 and 25 Hz. They also reported that at low flow 
rates bubble formation tends to be very regular. With increasing 
flow rate, they observed coalescence before detachment and 
irregular bubble formation.
Yacono and Angelino (124 ) examined bubble behaviour in a 3-D 
air fluidised bed fitted with "ball distributors" and found that 
the results were qualitatively similar to the results obtained 
with a standard porous distributor. They observed quantitative 
differences in that the bubble size was larger and the bubble 
concentration smaller with a "ball distributor" than with a porous 
plate. Wen et al (113 ) used 2-D and 3-D fluidised beds to 
investigate dead zones near the distributor region. Their results 
from the 3-D bed confirmed the importance of the orifice pitch 
and they found that the behaviour of the 2-D bed cannot be readily
•
k
extrapolated quantatively to 3-D cases.
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2.14 Effect of an Immersed Object on Fluidisation Behaviour
Glass and Harrison (40) and Glass (39) Gelperin et al (38) , 
Botterill et al (7) Cloete (17), Morgan (72) , Harrison and 
Grace (51) , Newby and Keairns (75), Xavier and Davidson (123) , 
Staub and Canada (104), Andeen et al (2), Richardson et al (86), 
Catipovic et al (8), Wood et al (121), Zabrodsky et al (128), 
Chandran (9), and others have studied the effect of the 
presence of solid obstacles on the flow pattern, hydrodynamics and 
the heat transfer in 2-D and 3-D gas fluidised beds. Of all the 
different types of solid obstacles reported in the literature, this 
section will deal with the horizontal tube (or array of tubes) 
only. Immersed horizontal tubes have been a common feature of 
fluidised beds to which heat is supplied or removed. Glass and 
Harrison (40) used a photographic investigation of the flow 
patterns of particles and of the fluidising gas near a horizontal 
tube in 2-D fluidised bed. They found that below the tube there 
was a thin film or cushion of air of variable thickness. Above 
the tube there was apparently a defluidised region, the extent of 
which decreased by increasing the gas flow rate. At either end 
of the horizontal diameter of the tube irregular chains of bubbles 
formed. Glass (39) also studied the pattern of gas flow near a 
tube in the air-fluidised bed by using nitrogen dioxide tracer 
technique developed by Wace and Burnett (111) . He found that at 
higher flow rates than 0.5 Ifof the streamlines are increasingly 
disrupted by indigenous bubbles. However, there was evidence of 
slight convergence of gas streamlines towards the tube at flow 
rates near incipient fluidisation. Morgan (72) photographed
the surface of gas fluidised bed of 20.3cm square cross-section 
Air flow rate was increased from 0.4 -2.0 Umf , while the bed 
height was kept constant. He showed that a horizontal tube is 
able to initiate bubbling at flow rates considerably lower than 
that at incipient fluidisation. Of course in a deeper bed these 
"premature bubbles" do not have a long life at those flow rates, 
for they soon leak away into the general interstitial flow. His 
photographs show that in a deeper bed, a greater flow rate is 
needed to generate premature bubbling on a large enough scale 
for bubbles to reach the bed surface before they become fully 
dissipated into an air-fluidised particulate phase. At higher 
flow rates and bed heights the immersed tube continues to have 
a marked influence on the behaviour of the bed; the bubbling 
appears chiefly at the surface directly above the sides of the 
tube, and between these two bubbling regions the surface is not 
broken by erupting bubbles, although there is some particle 
movement. Fakhimi ( 27 ) used a capacitance technique to detect 
the initiation of fluidisation at the sides of an immersed tube 
by measuring the time-average voidage fraction near a tube in an 
air-fluidised bed.
2.14.2 An Array of Tubes
Glass ( 39 ) observed the effect of thirteen 1 cm diameter cylinders 
mounted in three horizontal rows (4-5-4) on a 2cm square pitch 
on the behaviour of a 2-D air-f luidised bed. When rising air 
bubbles met this tube array, they generally passed right through it 
unchanged, commonly on a diagonal path. Bubble splitting was not
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often observed, except when bubbles larger than the tube-size 
made direct collisions with the tubes. However, when this 
occurred bubble coalescence usually made good the damage in a 
short distance above the tube array, and thus, with regard to 
size and number, the bubbles above the array were not noticeably 
different from those below it. This observation strongly suggests 
that unless the array of tubes almost fills the bed the influence 
it has on the average bubble size is small. However several 
authors have reported that the presence of a tube-array in a 
fluidised bed has the effect of reducing the bubble sizes.
Whitehead et al (119) reported that incorporating a bundle of 
horizontal tubes in a fluidised bed has the effect of markedly 
reducing the bubble size compared to the bubble size at 
corresponding conditions in an open bed. They calculated that 
the presence of tube bundle produced a much more uniform bubble 
distribution, indicating a reduction in the axial mixing of gas 
and solids.
Grace and Harrison ( 5J ) reported that surfaces which are inclined 
to the horizontal encourage the channelling of gas on their under­ 
sides and particle defluidisation on their top-sides, both effects 
detrimental to good gas-solid contacting and good bed-surface 
heat exchange.
Chandran (- 9 ) experimented with a single horizontal tube immersed 
in freely-bubbling 3-D gas fluidised bed as well as a 10-row tube- 
bundle. One of the tubes in the bundle was instrumented and was 
placed at two different positions within a ten-row bare tube
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bundle. Capacitance probe measurements on the surface of horizontal 
tubes showed that local bed-surface contact dynamics depended 
strongly upon gas flow-rate and circumferential position. In 
general, it was observed that at low flow rates close to minimum 
fluidisation conditions, the top portion of the tube remained 
covered by a dense emulsion, the sides of the tube experience a 
renewal type of contact with alternating voids and dense packets, 
and the bottom portion of the tube tends to be continuously washed 
by a gaseous medium with some entrained particles. These 
circumferential differences were seen to diminish with increasing 
flow rate.
The values of the dense phase residence time and the fractional 
contact time of the bubble phase were observed to vary significantly 
with gas flow rate and circumferential position. The data indicated 
that the contact characteristics are complex in the bubbly flow 
regime but become more ordered in the slug and turbulent flow 
regimes, as the flow rate is increased.
Chandran also concluded that the dense phase contact occurred more 
often for a tube at the inner-row position than for a tube in the 
bottom-row of the bundle.
Newby and Keairns ( 75 ) studied bed-to tube heat transfer rates 
within compact tube-bundles and heat transport rates by bed mixing 
between parallel, horizontal tube-bundles. Their results showed 
that the compact tube-bundles improved bubble distribution in the 
air-fluidised bed of 80 urn magnesia powder at velocities up to 
30
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Rooney (90) studied particle movement around an immersed horizontal 
tube by photographic and capacitance techniques. The former studies 
were performed by cine-filming an inclined mirror inside a 
transparent tube, while a segmented electrode on the tube surface 
was used for the capacitance method.
Bubble frequency could not be measured from a frame by frame 
analysis of the film (i.e. photographic method), as the bubbling 
did not give rise to discrete events. But the following general 
features were observed:
(a) There was often no clear distinction between the bubble 
phase and the particulate phase.
(b) Bubbling was highly irregular and disordered - unlike 
bubbles in a freely bubbling bed.
(c) "Fingers" of particles extended into the bubbles.
(d) Particles from the defluidised cap resting on the upper 
surface of the tube cascaded down over the sides of the 
tube as a bubble moved past the tube.
(e) There was considerable lateral movement, both of bubbles 
and of particles, along the axis of the tube in either 
direction.
(f) Between the limits investigated (tube diameter from 30 mm 
to 80 mm) , tube diameter did not seem to have a strong 
effect on the general pattern of flow as a function of 
gas velocity.
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(g) At U = 0.5 %£, fluidisation was initiated at the sides 
of the tube.
(h) As the gas velocity increased to nearly minimum fluidising, 
the fluidised band became continuous and wider.
(i) From film taken of the top of the tube, the defluidised
cap was seen to be mobile, even at low fluidising velocities. 
Bulk shifting of the cap was seen at 1.25 l^f, and particle 
residence times at the surface of the tube were estimated 
to be of the order of a few minutes. At 1.75 %£, particles 
were shifted across the top of the tube into the path of 
rising bubbles, so that the residence time was reduced to 
the order of seconds. At 2 Umf, occasional bubbles swept 
right across the top of the tube, entirely displacing the 
defluidised cap. At 2.5 Umf, the cap was swept off regularly 
from either side.
She extended this investigation to consider the effect of a tube 
bundle submerged in a three-dimensional bed. The bundle consisted 
of seven tubes in a centred hexagonal arrangement, with the 
inter tube spacing being equal to the tube diameter (= 37 mm) . 
She reported that the main differences measured for a tube in a 
bundle as compared with a single tube, were at low gas velocities. 
At low velocities, the bubble chains left the tube at a greater 
angle from the vertical, so that interference between the tubes 
was most likely.
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The effect of the tube bundle was to decrease the stability of 
the defluidised cap. The voidage at the top of the tube was 
higher at a given flow rate for the tube bundle than for a 
single tube. At higher gas velocities (^ 4 t^f) , if the tubes 
were close enough together, the particle contact at the sides 
of the tube could become very poor; bubbles generated by one 
tube could come into contact with the adjacent tubes.
Heat transfer studies on a single tube and tubes in bundles 
have suggested that the tubes do not interact until spacing is 
less than about two tube diameters. So, for the arrangement 
used by Rooney, interaction is to be expected.
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CHAPTER 3




A schematic diagram of the fluidised bed is shown in Fig. 3.1 
and a photograph of the assembled apparatus in Fig. 3.2. It 
consists of a three-dimensional bed of rectangular cross-section 
48 x 28 cm. The bed depth can be increased to about 100 cm above 
the distributor and readings taken with the probe up to 70 cm. 
Air from a compressor is passed through a humidifier (to reduce 
electrostatic effects), a rotameter (to measure the volume 
flowrate) is finally introduced to the calming section of the 



























Fig. 3.2 The photograph of the assembled apparatus

Two distributor plates were used, one was a porosint sheet 
5mm thick and of pore size 30 -40um. The other, a multiorifice 
distributor made of 5 mm thick mild steel, had 66 perforations, 
each 3.2mm in diameter, symmetrically distributed on a 12x7 cm 
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4 cm 4 cm 24 cm
Fig. 3.3 Multiorifice Distributor
The distributor plate was supported by a flange at the top of 
the calming section. Two pressure tappings, 5mm below and one 
5mm above'the distributor plate enabled the pressure drop 
readings to be taken, the latter being used to determine the 
minimum fluidisation velocity. The bed pressure was measured
by water manometers.
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The fluidised material in these experiments was a round sand of 
density 2.50 g/cm3 , a minimum fluidising velocity of 0.95 cm/sec. 
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The mean diameter of the sand particles was found to be 144 urn. 
The minimum fluidisation velocity is measured by the bed pressure 
drop technique, it being defined by the intersection of the 
graphical asymptotes of the two sections of the Ap - U curve 
during the increase and/or decrease in gas flow rate, as is 
shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
Minimum fluidisation velocity for this material was measured 
using this procedure, in both beds described above and in a 150mm 
diameter bed of round cross-section , 250 mm deep and with a 
porous paper distributor. The result (Umf = 9.5mm. sec" 1 ) was
exactly the same in both determinations, wt-t-o^jv-a
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The operating air flow rate was varied between 2 X and almost 
4 X the minimum * required to fluidise the bed. These resulted 
in the following superficial fluidising velocities:













* (Minimum fluidisation velocity = 0.95 cm.sec" )
Some experiments were carried out at a low superficial 
fluidising velocity of 13.6 mm s" 1 . However, results collected 
under these conditions (particularly the bubble rise 
velocities) were very irreproducible. Higher superficial 




Park (80) and Rigby et al (88) developed a two-element resistivity 
probe to examine two and three-phase fluidisation mechanics, while 
Werther and Molerus (116) used a similarly designed capacitance 
probe in non-conducting systems. In these cases, lack of information 
about the point of impact of the probe on the bubbles frontal surface 
leads to uncertainties in the size and velocity distributions.
Burgess and Calderbank ( 6 ) designed a five-channel resistivity 
probe which was able to measure the local bubble interface angle 
as well as size and velocity. This was coupled via a high-speed 
analogue-digital converter to a digital computer. Pereira and 
Calderbank (82) developed a compound fibre-optic bubble sensor 
which was used to investigate bubble properties in gas-liquid 
froths. Its advantages were judged to be applicability to a wider 
range of systems than a resistance probe, together with a small 
size which made it less obtrusive than many designs of capacitance 
probe. This probe was modified and used in gas-solid fluidised beds.
3.1.3 Compound Optical Probe and Bubble Flow Monitor
The use of fibre-optic probes to detect the presence of bubbles in 
liquids was described by Geake and Smalley ( 33 ). These consist of 
a fibre light-guide which conveys light to a specially-shaped 
terminal (Figure 3.6). If the probe is in a gas of low refractive 
index the light is totally internally reflected and returned through 
the guide to a sensor. If, however, it is immersed in a liquid of 
high refractive index the light is transmitted and dissipated. The
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transition from one mode to the other produces a step-change in 
reflected light intensity which is used to detect the passage of 
a bubble boundary.
Such probes are also effective in fluidised beds, although here 
the polarity of the signal is reversed. Light is reflected 
back up the guide when its end is immersed in reflective particles 
but is dissipated when the terminal is in a particle-free void.
The compound probe consists of a leading sensor surrounded by 
three coplanar trailing probes, as shown in Fig. 3.7. A bubble 
is judged to be co-axial with the leading probe if it is later 
sensed at the same time by each of the three upper probes. The 
time delay between making the lower and upper contacts is used 
to calculate the bubble rising velocity, while the time between 
making and breaking the leading contact is used to calculate the 
nose-to-floor height of the bubble. The smallest height which 
can be measured is thus limited by the vertical separation of the 
leading and coplanar probes.
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In particles - 
light reflected back
void ̂ light 
transmitted and 
dissipated.











Pulses from the four channels are fed to a microprocessor-based 
bubble flow monitor, developed in cooperation with the Wolfson 
Microelectronics Research Unit of Edinburgh University. This 
tests pulse sequences for the following criteria: 
Ca) that all channels are initially in the same "break" 
mode;
(b) that all the lower and the three upper probes "make" 
contact in that order and then "break" it in the same 
order;
(c) that the three upper probes all "make" contact within 
some arbitrary short-time interval?
(d) that all probes return to the same "break" mode.
These tests ensure that all sampled bubbles hit the probe squarely 
and free from interference from other bubbles. Since only bubbles 
which are coaxial with the probe are counted, the results are a 
true sample of the bubble population at a given point in the bed 
and any bias towards counting larger bubbles is eliminated. The 
measured bubble size is thus the nose-to-floor height along the 
central axis of the bubble. If the bubble should break up in 
the period of measurement, this sequence of events would not be 
satisfied and the bubble would not be sampled.
The following elapsed times are recorded: 
Tj : delay between leading and upper contacts. 
T2 : time of immersion of leading probe.
Jitter: time between first and last contacts at the three upper 
coplanar probes.
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All these times are fed as 4-bit nibbles (half a byte) to the 
microprocessor system. Sampling is immediately recommenced. 
The microprocessor uses the stored value of the vertical probe
separation £ to calculate the rising velocity Ua = and the
height h = £.T2 /TI for each bubble . It forms in its memory a 
histogram of bubble size with smallest height t and 100 slots
of width >c-/4. Any bubble with a size outside this range is 
discarded. Each slot is assigned a mean bubble rising velocity. 
After each run, the histogram of bubble sizes and rise velocities 
is transferred to paper tape via a teletype, in the form of 
hexadecimal numbers.
Jitter is the time between the first arrival of a bubble at one 
of the three coplanar probes and the subsequent complete immersion 
of all three of them. The hardware measures the jitter time in 
units 32 coarser than the current timing range and also compares 
the actual jitter time with the maximum allowable jitter (entered 
during the keyboard preamble) for both leading and trailing edges 
of the bubble signals. The result of this comparison is made 
available to the microprocessor so that the invalid events (jitter 
too great) can be discarded. The units of jitter time as entered 
via the keyboard (and as displayed) are 0.1% of the current timing 
range. The maximum jitter which can be preset is 124 (12.4% of 
the current timing range). The timing range selection character 
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0 - 325 ms
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During the keying procedure, the characters entered are displayed 
in the right hand half of the front panel display for reference. 
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The maximum number of characters in any one input line is seven. 
Before 'B 1 mode can be entered, parameters t, Vs and K must be 
entered.
The bubble flow monitor was initially made to calculate the rising 
velocity of gas bubbles in liquids (froth regimes) as well as 
various other parameters (such as gas hold-up, shape factor etc). 
Some of the experimental parameters entered via the keyboard (such 
as Vc and K), essential for those calculations, are not necessary
o
for the purpose of our experiment. The bubble flow monitor was 
modified to meet the necessary requirements of this work; namely 
gas bubbles rising in a particulate phase, thus some of the 
calculations done by the monitor are not required.
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3.1.4 'B' and 'C' Modes
A summary of the procedure for recording bubbles in B mode 
and the calculations of Ua and h were given in section 3.1.3, 
above. The bubble selection (and collection) in B mode are 
subject to two constraints imposed by the software as well as 
the hardware. The constraint imposed by the software (i.e. 
Tj < T2 ) ensures that bubbles greater than a fixed size, t 
(the probe separation length), are recorded. The second 
constraint, imposed by the hardware, is the jitter time 
selection which ensures that bubbles co-axial with the probe 
axis are collected. The imposition of these two restrictions 
causes the rejection of a large proportion of small bubbles 
and therefore, an accurate picture of bubble frequency 
distributions across the bed cross-sectional area cannot be 
obtained. To measure the bubble frequency, free of any 
constraints, there is another mode of timing provided by the 
microprocessor, namely 'C' mode.
Starting from the condition where the leading probe (or any 
one of four probes) is in the emulsion phase, the measuring 
cycle is started when a bubble first arrives at this probe. 
The following elapsed times are then recorded: 
T'l : This is the time that the next bubble first arrives
at the selected probe. 
T'2 : This is the time that the selected probe spends immersed
in the first bubble.
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If n = number of C mode events,
Fc = ——— CO.l Hz) 3.1 
ET'l 
1
where Fc = bubble frequency in C mode.
C mode can be entered without any experimental parameter entry. 
Each recorded bubble yields a Tl and T2, and during data collection 
the microprocessor merely keeps a running total of the number of 
events and T'l and T2 1 in seconds.
It was found that the frequencies measured in this mode give a 
more realistic picture of frequency distributions in the bed.
T'2 is used in calculating the gas hold-up by time, H* defined
by: n
E T'l
H* = 1000 -——— (0.1%) 3.2 n
E Tl 1 
l
This calculation is, obviously not required in our experiments.
Fixed rails at the top of the bed permit the probe to be moved 
in two horizontal directions as well as vertically, giving 
almost complete coverage of the whole bed volume.
The light source was a Swiss-made Intralux 500-H modified to run 
from a stabilised 24-volt B.C. power supply to eliminate 100 
cycle ripples. The bed, light source, probe and Bubble Flow 
Monitor are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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3.2 Experimental Procedure
The vertical separation of the leading and coplanar probes was 
measured using a travelling telescope before starting each run 
and keyed into the microprocessor system. This opportunity was 
also used to check that the three upper probes were coplanar. 
The bed was fluidised and then defluidised (to ensure a flat 
surface), the probe was positioned in the bed (x, y and z 
co-ordinates of the sampling point carefully measured and 
adjusted), and the bed was fluidised again to the desired 
velocity.
Figure 3.8 shows the sampling points across the bed cross-section 






These nine symmetrically distributed points were used for 
positioning of the probe tip at six different planes, 20, 30, 
40, 50, 60 and 70cm above the distributor plate.
When the probe was in position, the power source and the light 
source were switched on and the microprocessor initialised. A
80.
prolonged period of data collection was commenced and when a 
sufficient number of bubbles (as indicated on the monitor display) 
had been collected the run was terminated. Data was transferred 
to paper tape, fed to an index file and analysed using the 
Edinburgh University's main computer.
3.3 Tube Bank
Heat removal from gas fluidised beds may be carried out by the 
use of tubes, containing a circulating coolant. Since the mobile 
particles surrounding the tubes are solid and have a high heat 
capacity, a heat transfer coefficient of about five times greater 
than for gas/solid contacting can be obtained.
A tube bank, shown in Figure 3.9 was assembled and was immersed
in the bed to study the effect on the bubble formation, coalescence
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Fig. 3.9 Tube-Bank
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A staggered-array of wooden tubes 1.9cm in diameter, in 7cm 
x 7 cm pitch was constructed which could be lowered down to rest 
^11 cm above the distributor plate, (Figure 3.9).
The tubes are fixed into chip-board which is 2 cm thick, thus 
narrowing the bed slightly. A horizontal tube arrangement was 
chosen since this is used in coal combustion fluidised bed 
furnaces.
Skinner ( 103 ) reported that a pitch/diameter ratio of 2 to 8 
is used over a wide range of industrial applications.
For tube diameter of 35 mm, a decrease in pitch/diameter ratio 
(over the range investigated), decreased the heat transfer 
coefficient by 15 -20%. A pitch/diameter ratio of 3.5 was 
therefore used in these experiments, as representing common 
industrial practice with heat transfer tubes in fluidised beds. 
Three rows of 2 cm diameter tubes were used.
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CHAPTER 4
The Relationship of Bubble Rise Velocity to Bubble Size
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4.1 Bubble Rise Velocity
For each bubble encountered, the microprocessor system records 
Tl (time delay between signals from the leading probe and the 
three coplanar probes) and T2 (time of immersion of the leading
probe). It uses these measurements to calculate the bubble rise
t velocity Ua = —7- and the bubble nose-to-floor height h = Ua .T2
(t = vertical separation of leading and coplanar probes). The 
bubbles are sorted into 100 intervals of vertical height h and 
a mean rise velocity is calculated for each interval. This 
permits study of the relationship between bubble size and rise 
velocity.
4.2 Porosint Plate Distributor
Bubble rise velocities have been measured at nine symmetrically 
distributed points on a 12 x 7 cm grid ( ^U. ̂  . 3 ) and at three 
superficial fluidising velocities of 1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec" 1 
At certain points, however, a very low velocity of 1.36 cm/sec, 
and at some others a very high gas velocity of 3.61 cm.sec" 
were also investigated.
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The points of reference used in this chapter (e.g. the position 
of the gas inlet), are shown in Figure 3.1, in chapter 3.
Since at low heights above the distributor and low superficial 
fluidising velocities, the number of bubbles large enough to be 
detectable by the probe is negligible, a reasonable sample could 
not be collected in all these 162 runs.
4.2.1 Variation of Rise Velocity with Superficial Fluidising Velocity 
Fig. 4.1 shows the variation of Ua with bubble size at a height 
of 40 cm above the distributor plate , on the bed vertical centre 
line, for three different superficial fluidising velocities. The 
results seem not to lie on a single curve and this is possibly 
due to the enhancement of the rise velocity of bubbles rising in 
clouds compared with that of a single isolated bubble.
According to the two-phase theory of fluidisation, the rise 
velocity U^ of an isolated bubble is related to Ua by:
Ua = Ub + k (U-Ujnf) 4.1
where U and l^f are the superficial fluidising and minimum 
fluidising velocities. There is little agreement in the 
literature about the value of constant k but some authors (29 ) 
suggest 1.0.
The second term in equation (4.1) represents the fact that a 
bubble rises relative to the particulate phase around its nose. 
The latter has a velocity of its own due to the displacement of 
bubbles rising in a cloud.
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Rows ( 92 ), resorting to the analogy with bubbles in liquids, 
showed that there were adequate data for the velocity of bubble 
swarms and that a simple and commonly accepted relationship 
(Davidson and Harrison, 21 ) could be adapted to the fluidised 
bed situation -Equation 4.1 with k = 1.0 could be used. He 
concluded that this equation implied that the bubble velocity 
is augmented by an upward flow of the solids equal to the total 
bubble flow rate. He concluded that, although various authors 
(Davidson and Harrison, 21 ) have discussed various other 
equations, equation (4.1) is probably the most useful relationship 
in calculating the bubble rise velocity.
In extensive fluidised beds (such as the one used in these 
experiments) , the displacement of rising bubbles can give rise 
to stable circulatory patterns so that k will be positive in some 
parts of the bed and negative in others. Burgess and Calderbank 
( 6 ) showed the variation of the emulsion phase velocity vector 
with radial position in a cylindrical bed. Their results were in 
good agreement with the circulation theories of Hills (55 ) , 
Freedman and Davidson ( 30 ) and Rietema and Ottengraf ( 87 ) .
UE = "b " (O.VKgde) 15 + (U-Umf))
Figure (4.2) shows the data from Fig. (4.1) plus one set at a 
higher velocity, replotted using equation (4.1) in the form of 
Ub VS bubble size h. The points for the different fluidising 
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Figure 4.2 Bubble rise velocity UB versus bubble size, H.
The data of Figure (4.2) are plotted on logarithmic axes in 
Figure (4.3) and a linear regression analysis has been used 
to fit equations of the form
87
log = a + 6 log (h) 4.2
to the data. This corresponds to a relationship of the form
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Relationship between bubble rise velocity and size 
at 40 cm above distributor plate
Analysis of the variance of the data (see Appendix B) suggests 
that the regression lines are parallel, but not identical, i.e. 
that the "constant" C is a function of superficial fluidising 
velocity.
Similar calculations for 30 and 70 cm above the distributor 
plate give similar results: the regression lines are parallel 
(with slopes of 0.64 and 0.65) but not identical. (These 
calculations are given in Appendix C).
Figure (4.4) shows the absolute rise velocity variation with 
nose-to-floor height of the bubbles, at a point with co-ordinates 
X = 36 cm, Y = 7 cm and Z = 50 cm. Measurements were taken at 
this point because at these elevations the measured bubble rate 
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Three superficial fluidising velocities (1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm/sec) 
were investigated and the bed depth is 82 cm when fluidised. 
The rise velocity increases with the bubble size and the higher 
the superficial fluidising velocity the higher the rise velocities 
recorded, for each interval of bubble height.
Absolute rise velocities between 21 cm.sec"" 1 and 70 cm.sec" 1 have 
been measured at this point. Equation 4.1 is used to calculate 
Ub from the data in Fig. (4.4) and these are plotted against the 
bubble size in Fig. (4.5).
Graphs show less scatter for the smaller bubbles. In Figure (4.6), 
the U^ - size relationship is shown for a point at Z = 60 cm above 
the distributor plate. The other operating conditions are 
maintained.
The rise velocity recorded, for each bubble size at Z = 60 cm is 
greater than the corresponding value measured for Z = 50 cm. This 
comparison Is further extended to an elevation of 70 cm in Figure 
(4.7) , where Ufc, - size variation is shown, for a point with 
X = 36 cm, Y = 7 cm and Z = 70 cm co-ordinates. The bed depth 
is maintained at 82 cm and the same three gas velocities are used.
A comparison of these three graphs (4.5, 4.6 and 4.7) shows the 
rise velocity increasing with the superficial velocity and the 
higher the elevation, the greater the rise velocity recorded, 
for each interval of bubble height.
Rise velocities of up to 80 cm.sec" 1 have been measured at the 
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4.2.2 Variation with Height above Distributor Plate
Figure (4.8) shows the variation of Ua with bubble size at a 
superficial fluidising velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 and elevations 
of 30, 40, 50 and 70 cm above the distributor, on the bed vertical 
centre line. The relative rise velocity Ub , calculated using 
equation (4.1) with k = 1.0, is shown as a function of bubble 
size in Figure (4.9) , while the data is replotted on logarithmic 
axes in Fig. (4.10). Once more, straight lines are fitted to 
the individual sets of data and a summary of the results is 







































Relationship between bubble rise velocity and 
size at a superficial fluidising velocity of 
1.87 cm/s.
Analysis of the variance of these results (Appendix D) suggests 
that all the lines have a common slope but that they are not 
identical, i.e. that there is a significant variation of "constant" 
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Figure 4.10Log Ufi versus log h.
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4.2.3 Implications for Bubble Shape
The results for bubble rise velocity may be summarised in the 
form
Ub = C h B
where h is the nose-to-floor height of the bubble and 3 is a 
constant between 0.6 and 0.8. Values of C range from 20 to 28. 
The Davies-Taylor ( 24 ) equation suggests that for a spherical- 
cap bubble Ub varies with the square root of the radius of 
curvature. Rowe ( 92 ) correlated bubble rise velocities and 
horizontal diameters, both measured using X-ray cine photography,
by the equation
t
TT - 1 n */ 9ds Ub = 1. U V ——
Since 3 differs from 0.5, it seems that the relationship between 
h and dg or R, the radius of curvature, is not independent of 
size.
To investigate this phenomenon, the data for U « 1.87 cm.sec~ 
were used to calculate R by means of the Davies-Taylor equation
R « 9 l 4.4 
4g
The results are shown on Fig. (4.11). It may be seen that, as 
expected, R increases more rapidly than does h. A linear 
regression analysis on the data suggested that
Rah1 ' 447 or haR0 ' 691 4.5
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Rowe and Widmer ( 100) recorded the shapes of numerous bubbles 
in fluidised beds of differing materials using X-ray photography. 
They found that for all materials the ratio of bubble volume VB 
to the volume Vs of a sphere of the same radius was related to 
radius R by
= 1 - e-0.114R 4.6
Making the assumption (Figure 4.12) of a bubble, radius R, with 




from the base of the circumscribed sphere, it can be shown (see 
Appendix A) that:
VS 3 R 4.7
The relationship between <S and R obtained by equating 4.6 and 
4.7, namely
2 ^VS =
is not explicit. However, an approximate power relationship 
fitted to numerical values of R and h = 2(R -6) , (shown in
Table (4.3) below), gives:


























































In Figure (4.13), seme measured values of h are compared to the 
predicted values from the power relationship.
The exponent 0.86 is rather larger than the one given in 
equation (4.5). Nevertheless, the results obtained in this 
work agree with those of Rowe and Widmer in predicting a 
progressive flattening of bubbles with increasing bubble size 
in the bed. As the mean bubble size increases with height in 
the bed, therefore a progressive flattening of bubbles is 
observed with increasing elevation above the distributor plate.
Figure (4.14) shows the absolute rise velocity - size variation 
at three points, 50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plate 
respectively. They are all on the X = 24 and Y = 7 cm plane, 
the bed depth is 82 cm and the superficial fluidising velocity 
is fixed at 1.87 cm.sec" 1 .
The rise velocity increases with increasing bubble size and the 
highest velocities correspond to Z = 70 cm elevation.
The relative rise velocities, U^, are calculated using equation 
4.1 and are plotted against the bubble size in Figure (4.15). 
There is much less scatter for smaller bubbles. The relative 
rise velocity, for each interval of bubble height, is greater for 
70 cm elevation than the corresponding values for Z = 60 cm. 
Similarly rise velocities measured at the point where Z = 60 cm 
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Figure (4.16) shows the % size relationship for the same three 
points (as Figure 4.15) and under identical operating conditions, 
except that the superficial fluidising velocity is increased to 
3.01 cm. sec" . The bubble rise velocity measured at this higher 
gas velocity, for each interval of bubble height, is greater than 
the corresponding values, measured when U = 1.87 cm. sec" 1 . But, 
otherwise a similar pattern of the rise velocity increasing with 
the bubble size prevails.
In Figure (4.17), the U^ - size variation with elevation above 
the distributor plate is studied at three different points, all 
three with X = 36 cm and Y = 7 co-ordinates. The same superficial 
fluidising velocity, (U = 3.01 cm. sec" 1 ), 'and the same bed depth 
(82 cm) as Figure (4.16) are maintained. It is intended to 
compare the rise velocity, for each interval of bubble height, 
corresponding to these points (Figures 4.16 and 4.17).
Greater velocities are recorded at the three heights in Figure 
(4.17), for corresponding bubble sizes. The only difference in 
conditions prevalent in these two sets of experiments, is the 
different X co-ordinate of the two vertical axes on which the 
points are located. The marked difference in the magnitude of 
the rise velocities , recorded at these two locations is possibly 
due to the effect of particulate phase circulation patterns 
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Finally, Figure (4.18) shows the Ub - size relationship for the 
same three points as in Figure (4.17) , but at a lower gas 
velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 . The bed depth and X and Y co-ordinates 
of the points are identical in the two graphs.
In Table (4.4) the rise velocities shown in Figures (4.17) and 


















































































































As expected, the velocity for each interval of bubble height is 
less, for the lesser of the two superficial fluidising velocities 
Figure (4.18) can also be compared to Figure (4.15), as the 
experimental conditions are identical for both graphs.
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The difference in the magnitude of the rise velocities is not 
so pronounced at this low gas velocity (U = 1.87 cm.sec" 1 ) 
between these two sets of data (4.15 and 4.18).
4.3 Multiorifice Distributor
Bubble rise velocities have been measured at the same nine 
points across the bed cross-sectional area (Figure 3.8), at 
the same superficial fluidising velocities (1.87, 2.41 and 
3.01 cm.sec"" 1 ) and the same elevations above the distributor 
plate, (20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 cm). In fact, some of these 
experiments are duplicated, as far as possible, under identical 
conditions to the porosint plate distributor, to make possible 
comparison of the rise velocities of bubbles in the two cases.
The same equations are used to calculate the relative rise 
velocity and the radius of curvature. It must be noted that 
experiments are also carried out, with this distributor, when 
the bed is initially filled to a maximum depth of 82 cm and 
then the rise velocities are measured at the six elevations 
mentioned above.
4.3.1 Variation with Superficial Fluidising Velocity
Figure (4.19) shows the variation of Ua with bubble nose-to-floor 
height at a point 20 cm above the distributor plate, on the bed 
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The experimental points show less scatter for smaller bubble 
sizes. Equation (4.1) is used to calculate the relative bubble 
rise velocities, Ufc, and these are plotted against bubble size 
in Figure 4.20.
The rise velocity at each interval of bubble height is greater 
for U = 1.87 cm.sec" 1 than the corresponding value for U = 2.41 
cm.sec"" 1 . Similarly, bubble rise velocities measured with the 
superficial fluidising velocity U = 2.41 cm.sec" 1 are greater 
than the measured values for U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 . It seems, at 
this point in the bed, increasing the superficial fluidising 
velocity has a negative effect on the bubble rise velocity.
Figure (4.21) shows the variation of the absolute rise velocity 
with bubble nose-to-floor height at a point 30 cm above the 
distributor on the vertical centre line. Again the data show 
much less scatter in the lower size ranges.
The rise velocity at each interval of bubble height is greater 
than the corresponding value measured at Z = 20 cm above the 
distributor plate.
In Figure (4.22) , the relative rise velocities, Ufa, calculated 
using equation (4.1), are plotted against bubble size for the 
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Table (4.5) below, shows the absolute rise velocities at each 



































































































Bed Depth = 42 cm 
X = 24 cm, Y = 14 cm, Z = 30 cm
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The rise velocity at each interval of bubble height is greater 
when the porosint plate distributor is employed, at this elevation 
of Z = 30 cm. Presumably, this reflects the mechanism of bubble 
generation by the two gas distributors.
The porosint plate distributor generates a much larger proportion 
of small bubbles than the multiorifice distributor; the enhancement 
of rise velocity in the former case may reflect the fact that a 
greater proportion of bubbles is actually in the process of 
coalescence (and therefore with increased velocity) at the point 
of measurement.
It is also worthwhile pointing out that, in the case of the
porosint plate distributor, the bubble rise velocity is significantly
enhanced by the increases in superficial fluidising velocity.
For the porosint distributor, the average value of k in
Ua = Ub + k (U-Ufcf) 
appears to be 1.44.
Figure (4.23) shows the variation of Ua with bubble nose-to-floor 
height at a point 20cm above-the multiorifice distributor plate, 
for four different superficial fluidising velocities. This point 
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36 Cm
Here too, the experimental points show less scatter for smaller 
bubble sizes.
Equation (4.1) is used to calculate the relative bubble rise 
velocities, Uj-j, and these are plotted against bubble size in 
Figure (4.24).
The data of Fig. (4.24) are plotted on logarithmic axes in 
Fig. (4.25) and a linear regression analysis has been used to 
fit equations of the form (4.2) to the data. The results of this 
analysis are shown in Table (4.6) below.

































Relationship between bubble rise velocity and size at a height of
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The value of 3 = 1•1C is abnormally high compared to those of 
the other three lines. This is caused by the very large scatter 
(for a very few large bubbles) recorded at this low superificial 
fluidising velocity. In fact, exclusion of one experimental 
point, which represents as few as five bubbles would bring this 
value of $, down to under 1.0.
Table (4.6) shows that the "constant" C is actually decreasing 
with increasing superficial fluidising velocity. One possible 
explanation for this could be that this point is on the downward 
flow of the emulsion phase movement and the negative value of 
the circulation velocity vector is enhanced by increasing gas 
velocity.
Analysis of the variance of the data (Appendix E) suggests that 
the regression lines are parallel but not identical.
Figure (4.26) shows the variation of the absolute rise velocity 
with bubble nose-to-floor height at another point across the bed 
cross-sectional area. This point is 20 cm above the distributor 
plate and on the longitudinal (longer) centre line.
A comparison of Figures (4.19), (4.23) and (4.26). shows that the 
rise velocity at each interval of bubble height in Figure 4.23 
is greater than the corresponding values measured at the points 
in Figures (4.19) and (4.26). Since these three points are on 
the same Z plane, this marked difference could be attributed to 
their relative position with respect to the particle circulation 
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Bubble rise velocities were also measured, using the multiorifice 
plate distributor, with the bed filled initially to a maximum 
depth of 82 cm.
Figure (4.27) shows the rise velocity-size variation for three 
different superficial fluidising velocities, at a point 20 cm 
above the distributor plate. The experimental points show less 
scatter for smaller bubble sizes.
In Figures (4.28) and (4.29) the investigation of the rise 
velocity-size variation is carried further to elevations of 50 cm 
and 70 cm above the distributor plate. All the three experiments 
(Figures 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29) lie on the same vertical axis. The 
same three superficial fluidising velocities are used and the bed 
height is maintained at 82 cm for all three sets of experiments.
These three graphs can be directly compared to reveal the effect 
of increasing elevation on the bubble rise velocity. The 
experimental points show much more scatter at lower heights above 
the distributor plate, (Figure 4.27).
Figure (4.29) , corresponding to an elevation of Z = 70 cm, shows 
very little scatter even for larger bubbles. The number of large 
bubbles, at this height, is obviously greater, due to the coalescence 
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4.3.2 Variation with. Height above Distributor Plate
Figure (4.30) shows the variation of Ua with the bubble nose-to- 
floor height at three points on the bed vertical centre line, 20, 
30 and 40cm respectively above the distributor plate. Superficial 
fluidising velocity is fixed at 3.01 cm.sec"" 1 . The rise velocity 
increases with the bubble size and the higher the elevation the 
greater the rise velocity for each interval of bubble height 
recorded.
Equation (4.1) is again used to calculate the relative bubble rise 
velocity, U^, and these are plotted against bubble size in Figure 
(4.31). In Figure (4.32) the bubble rise velocity - bubble size 
variation is shown for four points on the bed vertical centre line 
at elevations of 40, 50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plate. 
The superficial fluidising velocity is fixed at 3.01 cm.sec" 1 and 
the bed depth is 82 cm.
Again, we find that the bubble rise velocity is increasing with 
increasing bubble size, but the higher the elevation the smaller 
the rise velocities recorded, for most intervals.
Figure (4.33) shows the variation of the relative rise velocity, 
Ufc, calculated using equation (4.1) and plotted against bubble 
size. Experimental points are very close together for the smaller 
bubbles but show some scatter for larger bubbles.
Figure (4.34) shows the variation of Ua with the bubble nose-to- 
floor height at six points, on a vertical axis with co-ordinates 
of X = 36 cm and Y = 14 cm. The superficial fluidising velocity 
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a maximum depth of 82 cm. The rise velocity, again, increases 
with the bubble size and the higher the elevation the greater 
the rise velocity recorded.
The two graphs (Figures 4.32 and 4.34) reveal two opposite trends 
in the Ua - bubble size variation with increasing height above 
the distributor plate. In one (Figure 4.32) the highest velocities 
recorded (for most intervals of bubble height), correspond to the 
lowest of the four elevations investigated; namely Z = 40 cm. 
In the other, Figure (4.34), conversely, the highest values of 
the rise velocities measured belong to an elevation of 60 cm above 
the distributor plate.
Points for Z = 70 cm seem anomalously low. There are not many 
large bubbles to be found at low heights above the distributor 
plate. The anomalous variation with height in (4.32) could possibly 
be due to the relative position of these points with respect to the 
particle phase circulation patterns affecting the bubble rise 
velocities, at these elevations. It must also be mentioned, here, 
that the radius of curvature of the bubbles, R, varies with h, 
the bubble nose-to-floor height, much more rapidly at high values 
of h than at low, causing in turn a much greater increase in the 
rise velocity, Ub .
The relative rise velocities, Uj-,, calculated using equation (4.1), 
are plotted against the bubble size in Figure (4.35), while the 
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Analysis of the variance of the data (Appendix F) suggest that 
the regression lines are parallel but not identical.
The "constant" C, in Table (4.7) increases with elevation above 
the distributor plate up to the point corresponding to Z = 50 cm 
and then decreases.
This change of direction, could possibly be caused by a change 
in the direction of the particle phase circulation patterns at 
around 50 cm elevation above the distributor plate.
Table (4.8) below, shows the absolute rise velocities of bubbles 



















































































































14 cm, U = 1.87 cm.sec" 1 , Depth = 82 cm.
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The rise velocity at each interval of bubble height is greater 
when the porosint distributor is employed, up to elevations 
around 50 cm, especially for the smaller bubbles. The difference 
in the magnitude of the velocities is not so pronounced for the 
larger bubbles.
At an elevation of 60 cm (and above) the pattern is reversed and 
greater rise velocities are measured using the multiorifice 
distributor. Here too, there does not seem to be a marked 
difference in the greater bubble size-ranges.
Most theories assume that the only relevant parameter affecting 
•the bubble rise velocity is the bubble size (volume) regardless 
of how the bubble reached that volume. Table (4.8) compares the 
rise velocities of bubbles of equal size. Enhanced velocity of 
bubbles at low elevations above the porosint plate distributor 
may be due to the fact that, at low elevations above the multi- 
orifice distributor, not all the bed is uniformly fluidised, 
(due to inactive orifices on the multiorifice distributor).
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M-. 3.3 Variation across the Bed Cross-Sectional Area
Figure (4.37) shows the rise velocity-size relationship for three 
points, across the bed cross-sectional area, all 20 cm above the 
multiorifice distributor plate. The superficial fluidising 
velocity is fixed at 2.41 cm.sec' 1 and the bed is initially filled 
to a maximum depth of 82 cm.
The graph shows that the data for all three points are very close 
but the variation of the centre line results more irregular than 
the two "wall" positions.
This relationship is shown for three points, with the same X and 
Y co-ordinates, but on a plane 20 cm higher up in the bed, 
Figure (4.38). The same superficial fluidising velocity, U = 2.41 
cm.sec" and the same bed height of 82 cm are maintained.
The values of Uj-j seem to be greater in the "wall" positions, at 
low depths in the bed, but with an increase in height the pattern 
is reversed.
Figure (4.38) clearly shows that, above Z = 40 cm, the bubbles in 
the central zone are rising faster than near the walls of the bed. 
Again, the results for the two "wall" positions are very close, 
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Figure (4.39) is a further demonstration of this phenomenon, it 
shows the U^ - size variation for two points, at an elevation of 
60 cm above the distributor plate, but at the same superficial 
fluidising velocity of 2.41 cm.sec" 1 . Bed height is, again, 
maintained at 82 cm in both experiments. The data for the centre 
line position show markedly greater velocities than the corresponding 
values for the point near the "front wall". The two points are 
on the same X = 36 cm plane, and only 7 cm apart.
A reasonable sample (sufficient number of bubbles) could not be 
collected for the third point, (i.e. Y = 21 cm). Presumably, the 
bubbles are swept away from this point by the particle phase 
circulation movements. This is further indicated when the bubble 
frequency distributions across the bed are studied (chapter 6). 
High concentrations of bubbles seem to lie near the walls at low 
depths in the bed, but moving towards more central positions as 
the elevation above the distribution is increased.
The comparison of rise velocities at different points across the 
bed cross-sectional area is extended to another plane (X = 24 cm). 
Table (4.9), below, shows the rise velocity-size variation for 
three different points with 7.0, 14.0 and 21.0 cm Y co-ordinates. 
Although the same superficial fluidising velocity (U = 2.41 cm.sec" 1 ) 
is maintained in these experiments, these results cannot be directly 
compared to those in Figure (4.39) , the bed depth being 42 cm here. 
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Rise Velocity-Size Variation for three points with different 
Y co-ordinates, superficial fluidising velocity =2.41 cm/sec
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Table (4.9) shows that the central point has the lowest rise 
velocities for all the intervals of bubble height. It suggests 
strong upward currents at Y - 7 cm and to a lesser extent at 
Y = 21 cm. Presumably, this suggests an upward emulsion phase 
movement in the "wall" positions (i.e. near the walls of the bed), 
and downwards in the central zone. It must be remembered that 
the bed height is 42 cm in these experiments and therefore the 






Side-view of the bed
Table (4.10) shows the same relationship for three points at a






















































Rise Velocity-Size Variations for three points, at Z = 40 cm 
U = 2.41 cm.sec" 1 , X = 24 cm, Bed depth = 42.0 cm.
Multiorifice Distributor
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Comparison of the data in Table (4.10) with those in Table (4.9) 
reveals an interesting phenomenon. When the bed depth is 42 cm, 
the points in Table (4.10) are all on the Z = 40 cm plane, just 
2 cm below the bed surface. The central point now shows greater 
velocities than the value corresponding to the points on either 
side, for almost all the intervals of bubble height.
Table (4.11) shows the data for Ub - size variation at a still 
higher elevation of 50 cm above the distributor plate. Obviously 
the bed height is increased (to 52 cm), in this case.
The same superficial fluidising velocity and the same X co-ordinates 
are maintained.
Comparison of these two tables (4.10 and 4.11) with Table (4.9) 
reveals a reversal of pattern, in that, in these, the highest 
rise velocities recorded correspond to the central point, in 
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X = 24 cm
Bed Depth = 52 cm 




While data in Table (4.10) can be directly compared to Table (4.9) , 
both representing data of experiments carried out under identical 
conditions, a comparison of Tables (4.9) and (4.11) is not, 
strictly speaking, quite valid. Increasing the bed depth by 10cm 
will probably change the magnitude of the particle flow patterns. 
But it seems unlikely to change the direction of flow at 20 cm 
elevation, very much. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume 
that very similar particle flow patterns would exist in the bed, 
the radius of the circulation being somewhat greater, in the 
case of a bed with 10 cm greater depth. A close study of the 
velocities in these three tables, confirms this conclusion.
It is interesting to note that in all three tables (4.9, 4.10 
and 4.11) data corresponding to the points nearer to the "front" 
wall show greater velocities than those corresponding to the 
"back" wall of the bed. Although the difference is not so marked 
at higher elevations it persists, even at 50 cm above the 
distributor plate.
In Table (4.12), the rise velocities are tabulated against the 
average bubble size for two points on Z = 70 cm plane. The points 
are 7 cm apart, but both on the X = 24 cm plane, and the same gas 
velocity (U - 2.41 cm.sec" 1 ) is applied in both experiments. The 
bed height is 82 cm, when fluidised.
Insufficient data is available for the third point, (i.e. Y = 21 cm) 
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TABLE (4.12)
Rise Velocity - Size Relationship for two points at a plane 
Z = 70 cm, X = 24 cm, (U = 2.41 cm/sec), Bed Depth - 82 cm.
Multiorifice Distributor.
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The data in this table (4.12) cannot be directly compared to 
any one of the three previous ones. It is thought that, when 
the bed depth is increased to a near maximum of 82 cm, the flow 
patterns which would have been present at heights of 42 or 52 cm, 
break up and different circulation patterns emerge.
Nevertheless, the rise velocities corresponding to the central 
position are greater and the difference more marked at this high 
elevation (70 cm) above the distributor plate.
The study of the emulsion phase movement is one aspect of this 
investigation which will be discussed in more detail in the next 
chapter.
Here, the study of U^ -size relationship is extended to include 
variation along the X (i.e. longitudinal) co-ordinates. In 
Figure (4.41) the rise velocities of bubbles at three points 
along the X-axis (X = 12, 24 and 36 cm) and at the Y = 7 cm 
plane are plotted against the average bubble size.
The point with X = 12 cm is the nearest to the point of gas inlet. 
The superficial fluidising velocity is 2.41 cm.sec" 1 and these 
three points are on the Z = 20 cm plane. The bed depth is 42 cm 
when the bed is fluidised. The experimental points are close and 
show less scatter for smaller bubbles. The data for the central 
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The rise velocity - size relationship, studied at a higher 
elevation of 50 cm, Figure (4.42) , shows very little change. 
This graph represents points on the Z = 50 plane, the bed depth 
being 52 cm, at a superficial fluidising velocity of 2.41 cm.sec" 1 
Again, all the points are on the Y = 7 cm plane.
It seems that no conclusion can be drawn from these two graphs 
(4.41 and 4.42), partly due to the fact that they are at different 
bed depths and partly because of the scatter of the points.
Nevertheless, a close study of these two graphs shows that the 
influence of the particle circulation patterns on the bubble rise 
velocity, experienced along the Y co-ordinates (Tables 4.9, 4.10 
and 4.11), seems not to exist along this X-axis.
In Table (4.13), the rise velocity - size variation, along the 
X-axis (at the Y = 7 cm plane), is extended to an elevation of 
70 cm above the distributor plate. The bed depth is 82 cm and 
the superficial fluidising velocity is fixed at 1.87 cm.sec" 1 .
Here, the data corresponding to the central point, show a marked 
drop from the two points on either side. Experimental results 
for the two points (with X = 12 cm and X = 36 cm) are close and 
both markedly greater than the corresponding values for X = 24 cm. 
Unfortunately, too many parameters (e.g. bed depth, superficial 
fluidising velocity), being different, there is no way of 
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In an attempt to shed some light on the bubble rise velocity - 
bubble size variation along the longitudinal (longer) centre 
line, the data for three points on this axis (Y = 14 cm), are 














































Rise Velocity - Size Variations for three points, at Z = 20 cm, 
U = 3.01 cm/sec, Y = 14 cm. Bed Depth = 82 cm.
Multiorifice Distributor.
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Which clearly demonstrates the effect of the particle phase 
circulation patterns on the bubble rise velocities, at low 
elevations in the bed. Bubbles nearer the vessel walls are 
rising faster than the bubbles on the bed vertical centre line, 
at an elevation of 20 cm above the distributor plate.
At a higher elevation of 50 cm above the distributor, the 
opposite trend prevails, Table (4.15). Here, the bubbles located 
on the bed vertical centre line are rising faster. The operating 
conditions, such as the superficial fluidising velocity, the bed 
depth and the Y co-ordinate are identical (the same) in these 
two sets of experiments (i.e. Tables 4.14 and 4.15).
It is generally accepted that circulation patterns modify the 
bubble velocities; bubbles coinciding with the upward emulsion 
phase movement register greater velocities than those rising in 
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It has been reported that macro-circulation patterns in the bed 
influence the bubble rise velocities. Bubbles existing in the 
regions of upward emulsion phase movement have greater rise 
velocities than those corresponding to the downward movement of 
the emulsion phase. It has been an aim of this investigation 
to show how the bed height affects these circulation patterns 
which in turn enhance the bubble rise velocities, or retard the 
bubbles as the case may be.
Experimenting with a cylindrical bed, Burgess and Calderbank 
( 6 ) reported that bubbles near the top of the bed had 
velocities greater than the predicted values (they used an 
equation similar to Equation 4.1), whilst those near the 
distributor had velocities below this value. They also found 
that the bubble velocity decreased with radial distance away 
from the centreline, at the top of the bed. " " 
They concluded that a downward "movement of the emulsion phase 
was present at the centre of the bed close to the distributor. 
They observed that this was unstable and existed only up to 
about one vessel diameter above the distributor.
As 'in the work of Burgess and Calderbank, particle circulation 
patterns were detected in the present experiments by studying 
the variation of absolute bubble rise velocity with position 
on the bed cross-section and with superficial fluidising velocity,
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It was found that bubbles, of identical size, had unequal rising 
velocities at different points on the bed cross-section. These
differences were ascribed to gross circulation patterns of the 
particulate phase, upwards in the region of enhanced bubble 
velocity and downwards in the region of depressed bubble velocity.
The regions of enhanced bubble velocity also corresponded to a 
high rate of bubble sampling, particularly among larger bubbles. 
Conversely, regions of depressed bubble velocity exhibited a low 
bubble sampling rate, while a disproportionate fraction of those 
bubbles which were sampled proved to be very small. This conclusion 
agrees with the findings of Burgess and Calderbank for a bed of 
circular cross-section.
The discrepancies in bubble rise velocity were least at low values 
of the superficial fluidising velocity and became greater as the 
superficial fluidising velocity was increased. This appears to 
confirm the supposition that such discrepancies are caused by 
particulate-phase circulation cells which are in some way "driven" 
by the bubble flow-rate. It is hard to imagine any other hypothesis 
which would explain the fact that, in some portions of the bed, an 
increase in superficial velocity would actually reduce the bubble 
rise velocity.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, two modes of filling the 
bed were employed, to examine the effect of the bed depth on these 
circulation patterns. Some of the experiments were done when the 
bed depth was 42 cm (a few with a bed depth of 52 cm), and more 
experiments when this depth was almost doubled to 82 cm.
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In the former case (.bed depth = 42 cm) two cells of particle 
circulation patterns seemed to exist in the bed, moving upwards 
near the wall, downwards at the centre.
At the top of the bed, the bubble rise velocities measured on the 
bed centreline were greater in magnitude, indicating positions of 
upward emulsion phase movement. When the bed is filled to a 
maximum depth of 82 cm, there seem to be very different particle 
circulation patterns in the bed. The regions near opposite walls 
show very different patterns of rise velocity variation along the 
X and Y coordinates.
Initially (i.e. at lower elevations above-the distributor plate), 
the same picture as before prevails. But, as the height above 
the distributor is increased a lack of symmetry emerges along the 
Y-axis, (the shorter centre-plane) of the bed. The circulation 
patterns have an upward direction at elevations of ^ 60 cm above 
the distributor, on the bed vertical centreline, downwards near 
the "front" wall.
Insufficient data prevents the extension of this comparison to 
the "back" wall of the bed.
It is acknowledged that the overall picture is more complicated 
than this simple explanation would suggest, due to the influence 
of many parameters suggested by various investigators, (Geldart 
and Kelsey ( 37) and Grace and Harrison (47 )).
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Nevertheless, our experimental results, using three different 
superficial fluidising velocities C1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec" 1 ), 
show that, even at low gas flow rates, these particle circulation 
patterns modify the bubble rise velocities.
In the tables and the graphs in this chapter, the average bubble 
size is taken to be the mid-point of the segment width corresponding 
to that size. But the number of bubbles in each segment varies 






















































































Table (4.16) shows a typical printout of the "results" from the 
microprocessor. A very large number of bubbles exists in the 
slots corresponding to the lower sizes while the slots of 
larger size contain relatively few bubbles. In this work a 
minimum of five bubbles in any slot was required before inclusion 
in the results. Nevertheless, results corresponding to larger 
sizes are obtained by averaging figures for relatively few 
bubbles and must be subject to much greater errors than those 
for lower sizes.
In order to draw usable conclusions at all, however, it has been 
necessary to assign equal weight to figures from all the bubble 
sizes despite the reservations expressed above.
An example is the value of 3 = 1.1 in Table (4.6) , where an 
experimental point corresponding to an average size of an 
interval with five bubbles in it, is included.
This value of 1.1 is unreasonably higher than the other three and 
the exclusion of the above mentioned experimental point, would 
decrease this value of 3 to less than 1.0. Similarly in most 
of the Ua - "Size" (and Ub - "size") graphs, we find a very large 
scatter for larger bubbles. In basing arguments and drawing 
conclusions from these graphs, it has to be borne in mind that 
an equal weight is attached to points representing very few 
bubbles.
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Finally from the results presented in this chapter the following 
conclusions can also be drawn:
1. There is evidence of bubbles becoming flatter in shape as 
they rise higher in the bed, Figures ( 4.8 - 4.18) . These 
show that a bubble with a given "height" h, will have a 
larger radius of curvature (and hence a larger rising 
velocity) at higher elevations.
2. There is sufficient evidence that the larger bubbles are 
flatter in shape, irrespective of height in the bed. This 
is indicated by the fact that the bubble rise velocity is 
increasing faster with bubble height h, than the 0.5 power 
given by the Davies - Taylor equation. The coefficient $ in 
Table (4.2) is greater than 0.5 for all heights in the bed.
3. The "constant" C varies with height in the bed, first rising 
and then falling and finally rising again. This phenomenon 
may probably be ascribed to the circulation patterns mentioned 
earlier. Evidence for these are the marked differences in 
bubble rise velocity for the same sizes and heights in the 
bed but:
(a) different superficial fluidising velocities at the same 
position on the cross-section, Figures ( 4.3, 4.24 ), 
or
(b) different positions on the bed cross-section for the






5.1 Bubble Size Distribution
The most widely used bubble size parameter in formulating a size 
distribution is the equivalent spherical diameter, defined as 
the diameter of a sphere with the same volume as the bubble. 
This is, obviously, a derived parameter and is thus subject to 
error due to the constraints imposed by the bubble shape assumed. 
In this work, since the bubble vertical height is measured 
independently of the bubble frequency and since it is a measure 
of the bubble size and volume, it was decided to use this 
parameter in formulating the bubble size distributions, shown 
in Figures (5.1 - 5.37) .
While recording bubbles in B mode, the microprocessor imposes 
two constraints on the bubble detection and hence the collection 
rate. The first, which is provided in the software, (i.e. Tl <T2), 
ensures the rejection of any bubble smaller than a fixed size, L, 
the separation length. The second constraint is the jitter time. 
This is the time between the first arrival of a bubble at one 
of the coplanar probes and the subsequent complete immersion of 
all three of them. This constraint, which is imposed on the 
trailing and well as the leading edges of the bubble, is to 
ensure that only bubbles which are coaxial with the probe are 
counted.
A comparison of the actual jitter with the maximum allowable 
jitter, (entered via keyboard), is made, the result of which is 
that the microprocessor discards the invalid events (jitter too 
great).
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Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that all the sampled 
bubbles in B mode hit the probe squarely and free from interference 
from other bubbles. Furthermore, since only bubbles which are 
coaxial with the probe are counted, the measured bubble size 
can be taken as the nose-to-floor height along the central axis 
of the bubble.
Past experience ( 5 ) shows that extremely skewed distributions 
of bubble size can be expected with the peak in the range of 
5-10 mm. However, as discussed in chapter 3, a fundamental 
property of our system is the fact that the probe cannot detect 
bubbles below a particular size, typically 6.5mm. This limit 
is imposed by the spacing of the three coplanar probes.
In these experiments, this limiting value was chosen as L = 6.8mm, 
the separation length between the leading and the three coplanar 
probes. It is therefore acknowledged that the distributions 
measured here are truncated, so that very small bubbles are not 
included.
In some of the graphs in this chapter (Figures 5.10, 5.19 ), an 
approximate method of presenting the bubble size distribution 
curves is used. This method is open to criticism since it does 
not comply with the true definition of frequency, f (h) defined by 
the equation
dn = f (h) d h 
dn being the number of bubbles of size between h and h + dh.
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In Figures (5.10, 5.19 ), the area in each histogram of size 
distribution (dn = f(h)dh) , is represented as a bar at the 
midpoint of each slot, (h + -y), as shown below:
Size
Then the points A, B, C... are joined and the resulting curve is 
used to represent the frequency-size relationship instead of the 
more accurate multi-bar charts (Figures 5.2, 5.7 ), or the 
cumulative oversize curves (Figures 5.3 - 5.5 ).
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This method of presenting the size-frequency variation is useful 
when there are multiple sets of data, to be represented in one 
graph (e.g. Figure (5.19)). Furthermore, these curves are used 
as a means of comparing the bubble size distributions under 
different operating conditions. Therefore, it seems reasonable 
to assume that irrespective of the definition of frequency, this 
comparison is valid.
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5.2 Porosint Plate Distributor
5.2.1 Variation with Superficial Fluidising Velocity
Figures (5.1) and (5.2) show histograms of bubble size distribution 
at fixed heights of 30 cm and 70 cm above the distributor plate. 
Figure (5.1) shows the bubble frequency-size relationship at a 
point on the vertical centreline, at two different superficial 
fluidising velocities of 1.36 and 2.41 cm/sec. The data for the 
higher superficial velocity show a smaller proportion of bubbles 
in the lower size-ranges. Figure (5.2) shows the influence of 
increasing gas velocity at a different point, 12 cm from the 
vertical centreline, and at three velocities of 1.87, 2.41 and 
3.01 cm/sec.
Here, again, the size distributions are skewed but all three show 
peaks at 8-10 mm range. A comparison of these graphs reveals .a 
pattern which is consistent throughout these results, (Figures 
(5.7, 5.9), in that at higher elevations in the bed, there seems 
to be a gradual decrease in frequency with increasing bubble size. 
At lower depths (e.g. 30cm), the downward leg of the distribution 
histogram is much sharper indicating fewer large bubbles near the 
distributor plate.
Figure (5.3) shows size distributions at the same height above the 
distributor plate and at three different superficial fluidising 
velocities in the form of cumulative oversize curves (% of bubbles 
greater than a given size, plotted against the size). This is 
repeated for two higher elevations of 50 cm and 70 cm in Figures 
(5.4) and (5.5) . These show that the size distribution curves 
are of similar shape but are displaced in the direction of greater 
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5.2.2 Variation With Height Above Distributor Plate
Figure (5.6) shows histograms of bubble size distributions at a 
fixed superficial fluidising velocity (2.41 cm/sec) and at two 
different heights above the distributor plate (20 and 40 cm) . 
In Figure (5.7) this relationship is carried further to still 
higher elevations of 50, 60 and 70 cm but at a lower gas velocity 
of 1.87 cm/sec. Although the two graphs are for two different 
points in the bed, 12 cm apart, both reveal a similar pattern 
in that at greater heights in the bed, there is a smaller 
proportion of bubbles in the lower size ranges and a greater 
proportion in the higher size ranges.
Figure (5.8) shows cumulative oversize curves for a superficial 
velocity of 1.87 cm/sec and heights of 20, 50 and 70 cm above 
the distributor plate. The shift towards higher bubble sizes 
at greater heights in the bed is clearly visible but, in this 
case, the alteration in the shape of the curves reveals that the 
form of the size distribution is changing.
The shift towards larger bubbles at greater heights in the bed 
is attributed, among other possible causes, to coalescence of 
the smaller bubbles into larger ones. This should, if true, be 
reflected in a continuously decreasing bubble frequency as height 
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5.2.3 Shape of the Bubble Size Distribution
Both the histograms in Figure (5.6) show a steady decrease of 
bubble frequency with size. The true shape of the bubble size 
distribution curve is in fact peaked, the peak corresponding to 
a most frequent bubble size. Figure (5.6) shows only truncated 
portions of this distribution due to the fact that very small 
bubbles are rejected by the microprocessor system.
With increasing height in the bed, the most frequent bubble size 
increases and the peaked shape of the size distribution curve is 
revealed. Figures (5.2) and (5.9) , show this effect at two 
different points, (12 cm apart) , but both 70 cm above the 
distributor plate, using various gas velocities. The peaks in 
these histograms are clearly visible.
Figure (5.9) shows the bubble size distribution histogram at an 
elevation of 70 cm above the distributor, (on the bed vertical 
centreline), for a superficial fluidising velocity of U = 2.41 
cm.sec"1 .
At this elevation the number of large bubbles has increased so 
that the histogram shows a peak at 10 -12mm range. This is, 
of course expected because of the coalescence of small bubbles 
in the 70cm rise in the bed.
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Percentage of Bubbles









































For comparison of the bubble size distributions obtained in 
these experiments with the results of other investigators (6 ) , 
who have used the equivalent spherical bubble diameter, de , as 
a measure of bubble size, the correlation derived in chapter 4,
(4.5 ), is used to calculate de , from the measured values of 
the bubble height, and these are plotted in (5.10, (5.11) and
(5.12).
Table 5.1 below, shows the calculated values of de (using the 
equation h = 1.342 R°-86 ) and Figure (5.13) shows the bubble 
























































































Figure (5.10) shows the variation of bubble frequency with 
measured size, as well as with the calculated "equivalent 
spherical diameter", de, at a point 70 cm above the distributor 
plate and a velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 . As would be expected the 
curve corresponding to the equivalent diameter, de , shows an 
enhanced dependence of bubble size on frequency, which is more 
pronounced towards the greater size ranges.
The relationship is plotted for the same point at a higher 
superficial fluidising velocity of 3.01 cm.sec" 1 in Figure (5.11) 
and for a point on the vertical centreline, but at a lower elevation 
of 30 cm above the distributor plate in Figure (5.12).
Increasing gas velocity seems to have little effect on the shape 
of the distribution curves (Figures (5.10) and (5.11)). Much 
larger size ranges are recorded when the fluidising velocity is 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3.1 Variation with Superficial Fluidising Velocity
Figure (.5.14) shows the variation of size distribution with 
superficial fluidising velocity at a fixed height of 20 cm 
above the distributor plate. The velocity is increased from 
2 x Umf to a value of almost 4 x Umf. A similar pattern to 
that of the porosint plate distributor emerges, in that the 
data for the higher superficial velocity shows a smaller 
proportion of bubbles in the lower size ranges. Due to the 
fact that very small bubbles are rejected because of the 
discrimination exercised by the microprocessor system, all four 
curves are truncated.
A comparison of the relative magnitude of the frequencies 
corresponding to the 6.8 - 8.5mm segment, for the four velocities, 
reveals an interesting pattern.
The difference between the frequencies measured, for each interval 
of bubble height, (with the four gas velocities), decreases as the 
superficial fluidising velocity is increased, which indicates a 
large number of small bubbles at low fluidising velocities in the 
bed.
Figure (5.15) shows the histograms of bubble size distributions 
at a fixed height of 70 cm above the distributor plate but for 
the same three superficial fluidising velocities of 1.87, 2.41 and 






























































































































































































Here, the histograms corresponding to the velocity of 2.41 and 
3.01 cm.sec"1 show peaks in the bubble size range of 8 -10mm. 
The histogram for the 1.87 cm.sec' 1 velocity seems to have 
already peaked at a bubble size smaller than 6.8mm, which indicates 
the prevalence of large numbers of small bubbles generated at this 
low gas velocity. These small bubbles are not included in this 
distribution, thus making it impossible to ascertain the value of 
the most frequent bubble size for U = 1.87 cm.sec. At higher 
elevations in the bed, the bubble frequency decreases less sharply 
as the velocity is increased, indicating that there are fewer small 
bubbles higher up in the bed due to coalescence.
Figure (5.16) shows the cumulative oversize curves for the four 
superficial gas velocities of 1.87, 2.41, 3.01 and 3.61 cm.sec" . 
As with the porosint plate distributor, the curves are of similar 
shape but are displaced in the direction of greater bubble size 
for the higher superficial velocities. Cumulative oversize 
distribution curves for higher elevations of 40 and 70 cm are 
shown in Figures (5.17) and (5.18). A comparison of these three 
graphs, shows that the higher the elevation the greater the 
number of larger bubbles recorded. Although Figures (5.17) and 
(5.18) represent two different points, 14cm apart, across the 
bed cross-sectional area the pattern, mentioned above, prevails.
These graphs reveal a pattern of decreasing bubble frequency with 
increasing bubble size. The lower the elevation of the sampling 
point, the sharper the decrease. This seems to indicate that 
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the bed. In fact there seem to be very few large bubbles (i.e. 
> 2 x £) at heights around 20 cm above the distributor plate. 
Differences between gas flow rates diminish as elevation above 
the distributor increases.
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5.3.2 Variation with Height above Distributor Plate
Figure (5.19) shows the variation of bubble frequency with 
bubble size at a fixed superficial fluidising velocity of 
2.41 cm.sec"" 1 and at six different heights above the multiorifice 
distributor plate. Bubble frequency decreases with increasing 
elevation in the bed. At greater elevations, there is a smaller 
proportion of bubbles in the lower size ranges and a greater 
proportion in the higher size ranges. None of the frequency 
distribution curves shows a peak, indicating the most frequent 
bubble size is less than 6.8mm, the fixed separation length.
The variation of bubble size distribution with height above the 
distributor plate is shown for three points on the vertical axis 
defined by X = 24 cm and Y - 7 cm co-ordinates, in Figure (5.20). 
Here, the superficial fluidising velocity is fixed at a lower 
value of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 and the three elevations are 50, 60 and 
70 cm above the distributor plate. The distribution histogram 
corresponding to the elevation of 50 cm shows a peak at 7 -10mm 
size range.
This investigation is carried to a point on the bed vertical 
centreline at a higher superficial fluidising velocity of 3.01 
cm.sec' 1 , for four elevations of 40, 50, 60 and 70 cm above the 
distributor plate, Figure (5.21). The shape of the bubble size 
distribution is very much the same regardless of height. This 
could be due to a rapid upward particle circulation on the bed 
vertical axis moving the bubbles up through the bed so fast that 
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In Figure (.5.22), cumulative oversize curves for a superficial 
velocity of 2.41 cm/sec and heights of 20, 40 and 70 cm above 
the gas distributor are plotted. As in the distribution obtained 
for the porosint plate, there is a shift towards higher bubble 
sizes at greater heights in the bed. Again, the effect of 
small bubbles coalescing and forming larger bubbles, as they rise 
in the bed is clearly visible.
Figure (5.23) shows these cumulative oversize curves, for the 
same point but at a higher velocity of 3.01 cm/sec, and three 
elevations of 30, 50 and 70 cm above the distributor plate. A 
similar pattern to that of Figure (5.22) is revealed, in that the 
frequency is decreasing with increasing bubble size, and the 
curves are displaced in the direction of greater bubble size 
for greater elevations.
A comparison of 5.22 and 5.23 shows that the curves corresponding 
to greater elevations in the bed lie close together, whereas 
there are substantial variations of frequency with elevation at 
lower points in the bed. This suggests that the rate of coalescence 
is greater at small elevations.
Burgess and Calderbank ( 6 ), using a cylindrical bed, concluded 
that on the bed centreline, close to the distributor, the bubbles 
are almost the same size with a very small number of large bubbles. 
However, coalescence increases the fraction of large bubbles at 
the expense of small ones, thus changing the shape of the 
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They emphasise that the system is complex, since macroscopic 
circulation patterns exist in the bed and these affect the 
bubble velocities with respect to an external observer. These 
patterns also affect the bubble size distributions, as it appears 
that the larger bubbles in the bed exist in regions of upward 
emulsion phase movement. They produced Figure (5.24A) which 
shows the variation of size distribution on the bed centreline 
with elevation above the gas distributor indicating that the 
peak bubble size increases with level in the bed. They further 
showed how the size distribution changes with radial position 
at the top of the bed, Figures (5.24B), as well as, at the 
bottom of the bed, Figure (5.24C). They postulated that at 
the top of the bed, large bubbles exist preferentially at the 
bed centreline, which may be recognised as the position of 
upward emulsion phase movement.
At the bottom of the bed, the opposite trend obtains with the 
bubbles near the wall being larger than those near the centre.
0.04
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5.3.3 Effect of Bed Height on the Bubble Size Distribution
To investigate the effect of bed height on the bubble size 
frequency and the particle circulation patterns in the bed, 
two sets of experiments were carried out with the multiorifice 
distributor. The bubble statistics were recorded, in the first 
instance, when the bed was gradually filled up. In fact three 
different depths of 42, 52 and 82cm were tried, in each case 
the probe tip being kept a few centimeters below the bed surface. 
The results from these experiments are compared with those 
obtained when the bed height was always kept at a uniform height 
of 82 cm.
Figure (5.25) shows the effect of increasing bed depth on the 
frequency-size relationship at a point 20 cm above the distributor 
plate and at a velocity of 2.41 cm.sec" 1 . The two experiments are 
carried out under identical conditions except for the bed depth, 
which is almost doubled from 42 cm to 82 cm, above the distributor 
plate. The two distribution curves are markedly different, both 
in the lower as well as the higher size ranges. With the greater 
bed depth there is a much higher proportion of very small bubbles 
and a correspondingly much smaller proportion of large bubbles, 
vice versa for the lower bed depths.
The two curves intersect at a point, fairly close to the lowest 
sizes recorded. This pattern is repeated, again when the 
relationship is investigated at another point across the bed 
cross-sectional area, Figure (5.26). Here, the fluidising 

















































































































































































































































the point is 14 cm nearer to the front wall of the bed. A 
comparison of the two graphs reveals a similar pattern, but 
less variation at this new point. In fact, as the size increases 
the two curves overlap. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
paths which the bubbles take when they rise up the bed are 
different in the two cases, (i.e. with different bed depths).
Furthermore, the particle circulation patterns are markedly 
different when the bed depth is doubled (chapter 4) . This will 
be discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
Figures (5.27) and (5.28) show the variation of size distribution 
at two higher elevations of 30 and 40 cm, while the remaining 
conditions are maintained.
A comparison of Figures (5.27) and (5.28) shows a marked change 
in that the difference between the two sets of points seems 
non-significant in Figure (5.27) but not in (5.28).
Figure (5.29) shows the effect of yet further increase in 
elevation on the same vertical axis (as in Figures 5.27 and 5.28), 
to Z = 50 cm above the distributor plate. The superficial 
fluidising velocity is also increased to 3.01 cm/sec.
The two sets of points seem to be significantly different in 
Figure (5.29). Both show peaks in 8 - 10 mm size-range, the 
higher of the two corresponding to the greater bed depth. 
Nevertheless the pattern of Figures (5.26 -5.28) is repeated 
in that the curves cross at a fairly low bubble size, giving a 
greater proportion of larger bubbles with the lower bed depth. 
Once more, this seems to reflect the different particulate-phase 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4 Variation Across the Bed Cross-Section
Figure (5.30) shows the variation of bubble size distribution 
along the X-axis (on the longitudinal centreline), at an elevation 
of 20 cm above the distributor plate and a superficial velocity of 
3.01 cm.sec" 1 . The point with the greatest value of X = 36cm 
is the farthest from the air inlet.
The data for the point nearest to the air inlet, (X = 12 cm) , 
shows the highest frequencies for the smallest bubbles recorded. 
The three curves intersect at points between 8 - 10 mm size 
range which are very close to the smallest size measured. From 
the points of intersection on the curves corresponding to the 
X = 24 cm and X = 36 cm show higher frequencies for the same 
bubble sizes. Frequency decreases more sharply for the point 
with X = 12 cm.
This phenomenon is investigated (Figure 5.31), for two points, 
on the longitudinal centreline (X-axis), at a greater elevation 
of 40 cm above the distributor plate. The operating conditions 
are maintained at U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 and the bed height = 42 cm. 
Bubble frequency decreases with increasing bubble size but the 
decrease is more gradual than when Z = 20 cm. The two curves 
corresponding to X = 24 cm and X = 36 cm intersect and a similar 
pattern to that of Figure (5.30) is revealed.
In Figure (5.32) the bed depth is increased to 82 cm and the 
sampling points are all located at the Z = 70 cm plane above 
the gas distributor. Superficial fluidising velocity is 3.01 cm.sec" 













































































































































































































































































































Comparisons of Figures 5.30, 5.31 and 5.32 reveals that the 
pattern of size distribution variation at the bottom of the 
bed is the reverse of that prevailing at the top of the bed.
This diagram (5.32) , cannot be compared directly with either 
Figure (5.30) or (5.31), since they are for a different bed 
depth (42 cm) . But the pattern mentioned above is clearly 
visible in Figure (5.32) as well. Initially greater frequencies 
are recorded for the point on the bed vertical centreline.
As we have seen in chapter 4 f at the bottom of the bed, the 
bubbles located near the vessel walls are rising faster than 
those in the central zones (with a bed depth of 42 cm) . It 
was concluded that, from their enhanced velocity, these bubbles 
seem to be in a region of upward emulsion phase movement.
Figure (5.30) seems to confirm this theory, in that the points 
for X = 36 cm show larger frequencies for large bubbles than 
those for X = 24 cm.
In Figure (5.31), (top of the bed), the picture is not so clear. 
After an initial interval of bubble height, in which points 
corresponding to X = 24 cm show much greater frequency, the two 
curves overlap and there does not seem to be a significant 
difference between the two.
Figure (5.32), on the other hand, shows that at the top of the 
bed, (when the depth is 82 cm), larger bubbles are near the 
"right hand side wall".
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When the bed is filled to a maximum depth of 82 cm (Figure 5.32) , 
the particle phase circulation patterns are quite different from 
those in a bed with 42 cm depth, (chapter 4).
Bubble size distribution variation along the Y-axis (Y-coordinate) 
is shown in Figure (5.33) for three points on the transverse 
centreline at an elevation of 20 cm above the distributor plate. 
Superficial fluidising velocity is 3.01 cm.sec"1 . The data for 
all three points show no significant difference in the bubble 
frequencies. Bubbles nearer to the front wall seem to be slightly 
more frequent in the lower size ranges. Frequency decreases with 
bubble size, almost equally for all the three points.
A very different picture is revealed when this variation is 
studied at a greater elevation of 40 cm, Figure (5.34). Greater 
number of larger bubbles exist in the central zones at this 
elevation, suggesting the existence of particle flow patterns 
with different directions when the elevation is increased to 


































































































































Bubble size distributions are studied with two different gas
distributors employed. The effects of bed height, gas flow
rate and the bed depth on the frequency-size relationship were
investigated in this chapter. The following conclusions can be
drawn:
1. A greater proportion of small bubbles is found in the
vicinity of the distributor plate. As the elevation above 
the distributor increases, the proportion of larger bubbles 
is correspondingly increased.
Bubble frequency decreases with increasing bubble size. 
At high elevations this decrease is more gradual. Conversely, 
at low elevations, we invariably find a very sharp drop in 
frequency within a relatively small size-range. Very few 
large bubbles are found near the distributor plate. Due 
to the fact that very small bubbles are excluded from the 
size distributions (in this work), an accurate picture of 
bubble size-bubble frequency dependence cannot be obtained. 
Nevertheless, the general pattern (of skewed distributions 
of bubble sizes in gas fluidised beds) is revealed. Peaks 
in the 8-10 mm size range are recorded, except at very high 
elevations above the distributor plate, where this range is 
increased to 10-12.5 mm.
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2. Superficial fluidising velocity has a. direct effect on the 
size-distribution of bubbles generated by both distributor 
plates. Greater bubble sizes are recorded with higher 
superficial fluidising velocities. Cumulative oversize 
curves invariably show that the size distribution curves 
are displaced in the direction of greater bubble size for 
the higher superficial fluidising velocities, Figures 
(5.3 - 5.5 ).
/
3. The effect of the particulate phase circulation patterns 
are investigated from two different aspects:- 
(a) Bubble size distributions are compared at various
points across the bed cross-section, but under identical 
operating conditions. It is reported (as mentioned 
earlier) that, the larger bubbles in the bed exist in 
regions of upward emulsion phase movement.
We have found that the circulation patterns affect the 
bubble size distribution, in that larger bubbles exist 
near the "right hand side" wall of the bed, at low 
elevations. As the elevation is increased, there is 
a shift in the position of these bubbles, towards the 
centre of the bed. But this is not as clear as one 
would expect, especially along the X-axis of the bed. 
Since the lowest elevation tried is 20 cm above the 
distributor plate, it is thought that, perhaps, the 
process of coalescence has produced a number of large 
bubbles in this 20 cm rise (and correspondingly eliminated 
a large number of small bubbles).
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(b) The second aspect of the particulate phase circulation 
patterns affecting the size distribution is clearly 
demonstrated by varying the bed depth and comparing 
the size distribution variation at a given point under 
identical conditions, except for the bed depth, Figures 
(5.26 - 5.29).
Since the elevation of the sampling point is the same 
in both sets of experiments, the marked difference in 
the frequency-size variation can only be attributed to 
the circulation patterns prevailing in the bed. 
Invariably, a greater proportion of larger bubbles are 
found with the lower bed depth.
4. A comparison of bubble size distributions, at the same point 
and under identical operating conditions, produced by the 
two gas distributors, reveals an interesting picture. 
Figure (5.35) shows the bubble size histograms at a point 
20 cm above the two distributor plates. These are produced 
under identical operating conditions. The histogram 
corresponding to the multiorifice distributor shows a much 
greater proportion of small bubbles. Conversely, the porosint 
distributor histogram reveals a greater proportion of larger
i
bubbles. Although the bubble size range encountered at this 
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Extending this comparison to greater elevations in the bed, 
shows that this pattern persists, but the difference between 
the two sets of data is less pronounced as the elevation is 
increased.
Figure (5.36) shows the frequency-size variation for a 
different point, at 60 cm above the two distributor plates. 
The shapes of the histograms are markedly different in the 
small size-ranges. The histogram corresponding to the 
multiorifice distributor has already peaked, the most 
frequent size being less than 6.8 mm. On the other hand, 
the data in the second case shows bubbles with the most 
frequent size in the 8.5 -10mm range.
Even at this elevation, a much greater number of small bubbles 
is encountered in the bed with the multiorifice distributor. 
For larger bubbles, the difference between the two sets of 
data diminishes and the histograms show almost identical 
frequency-size relationships. This similarity of the 
histograms for larger bubbles is striking but in view of 
the small numbers of bubbles involved, too much significance 






























































Bubble Frequency and Its Spatial Distribution
230.
6.1 Bubble Frequency and Distribution
The term "bubble frequency" has been used rather freely in the 
literature. Bubble properties such as number of bubbles passing 
a certain height per unit time, number of bubbles striking a 
probe per unit time and average number of bubbles present in a 
given volume are all sometimes referred to as bubble frequency. 
Although the above quantities are numerically different from each 
other, they are closely inter-related and show a similar variation 
with bed height and with gas flow rate ( 1 ) . There are two 
'bubble frequency 1 measurements used in this work, depending on 
the 'mode' of recording bubbles by the microprocessor system, as 
described in chapter (3).
In 'B 1 mode, only those bubbles are collected, which satisfy the 
constraints imposed by the software as well as the hardware. 
.The frequency F, in 'C 1 mode, is a more accurate measure of the 
number of bubbles passing a point since there are no constraints 
on the detection and recording of bubbles. Only one probe is used 
to detect the passage of bubbles in 'C 1 mode.
In this chapter, both these frequencies are used as a frame of 
reference for comparison of the bubbling activity at various 
points across the bed cross-sectional area.
There are actually two constraints imposed on the bubble detection 
and storage in the microprocessor memory in 'B 1 mode. First is 
the constraint imposed by the software, namely Tl < T2, which 
ensures the rejection of any bubble smaller than a fixed size, £., 
(the separation length).
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Secondly, there is the constraint provided in the hardware, 
namely the jitter time. This is the time between the first 
arrival of a bubble at one of the coplanar probes and the 
subsequent complete immersion of all three of them. This 
constraint which is imposed on the trailing as well as the leading 
edges of the bubble is to ensure that only bubbles which are 
coaxial with the probe are counted. A comparison of the actual 
jitter with the maximum allowable jitter (entered via keyboard) 
is made, the result of which is that the microprocessor discards 
the invalid events, (jitter too great).
6.1.2 Effect of Chosen "Jitter" Time on Proportion of Bubbles Collected 
Jitter time selection imposes a constraint on the fraction of 
bubbles collected. In other words, depending on the bubble rise 
velocity and the jitter time, the radius of the circle in which 
the axis of a bubble must lie in order to be picked up by the 
probe, varies. It is intended to find this radius for a typical 
bubble, rising with a velocity of U^, = 25 cm.sec" , Fig (6.1).
Fig. (6.1)
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Jitter time j can be approximated by j = -^- . if r 1 is the
Ufa
radius of the circle in which the bubble must lie to be 
picked up by the probe.
r* = g.tan 0
we have also










Therefore tan 6 = — = 6.5
So
S.r 1
Ub /R2 -r' 2
6.6
or
S 2 . r' 2 
Ub 2 (R2 -r' 2 )
Therefore
So





_ / i 2 *> 2
V S 2 -H Ub 2 j 2
The frontal view of the probe is as shown below, with the 
distance from the central probe to any of the coplanar ones 
equal to 6.5 mm.
Fig. (6.2)
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S - 2 x 6.5 cos 30° = 11.25mm
Ub = 25 cm.sec"1
jitter j, set at 32 x 10~ 3 sec.
d_^_ _ / (32 x 10" 3 x 25) 2 ____ 
do / C1.125) 2 + (32 x 10~3 x 25) 2So * B
and - = 0.58 6.7 dB
Expression 6.7 shows that any bubble whose centre-line is
located within a circle, centred on the probe, of radius
equal to half the bubble radius will be detected and collected.
Measurements of bubble frequency were carried out at nine 
symmetrically distributed points on the 12 x 7 cm grid, mentioned 
in Chapter 4.
A complete picture of bubble frequency variation with height 
above the distributor plate and gas flow rate, for the two 
different gas distributors used, is given in Tables (6.5) - 
(6.10).
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6.2 Porosint Plate Distributor
Table (6.5) shows the point values of bubble frequency, F, 
(in 'B 1 mode) , at the nine points mentioned earlier, when the 
porosint plate distributor is employed. It shows the effect of 
increasing superficial fluidising velocity on the bubble frequency 
at these nine points. At low depths in the bed( Z < 20 cm) and 
low gas velocity the maximum bubble vertical size has not 
reached 6.8mm so as to be detectable by the probe. An increase 
in height by 10 cm changes the picture very slightly. Bubble 
frequency is still undetectably low over much of the bed cross- 
sectional area until a height of 40cm and a gas velocity of 3.01 
cm.sec"" 1 is reached. Here, except at the centre of the bed, some 
kind of uniformity of bubble frequency prevails. Even under these 
conditions, regions closer to the front wall seem to be more active 
than regions nearer the back wall of the bed.
Increasing gas flow rate increases the bubble frequency at certain 
positions. Here, again, the front wall seems to attract.more 
bubbles. Uniformity seems to increase with increasing gas flow 
rate.
Bubble frequency seems to increase at every point sampled with an 
increase in elevation until *V Z = 50 cm, whence it decreases with 
increasing height for high gas flow rates.
235.
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Bubble Frequencies ('B 1 mode) 
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TABLE 6.5 continued 
(Bed depth = 52 cm and 82 cm)
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At low gas flow rates bubble frequency actually increases with 
increasing height, or remains constant.
At elevations of Z = 60 - 70 cm above the distributor, there seem 
to be two regions of very high bubbling activity close to the 
"front" wall and at either side of the transverse (shorter) 
centreline.
Table (6.5A) below, shows the variation of the "total number of 
bubbles" (per minute) passing the nine sampling points at each 
of the six elevations investigated. It shows a steady increase 
in the 'total 1 frequency with height above the distributor plate
Z (cm)
Ft (U = 1.87)
Ft CU = 2.91)

























This table does not reveal a true picture of bubble frequency 
variation with elevation in the bed. The "total frequency", 
Ft , in Table (6.5A) is a fraction of the total number of bubbles 
passing through any cross-section of the bed, (at any height), due 
to the fact that a very large number of small bubbles cannot be 
detected and therefore are not recorded. Secondly, the number 
of sampling points, (nine) , is not sufficient to allow an 
accurate count of even the large bubbles to be made at these six
elevations.
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Figure (6.11) shows the variation of the bubble frequency, F, 
with height above the distributor plate, at three gas velocities 
of 1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec' 1 , for a point on the transverse 
centreline. Figures (6.10) and (6.12) represent this relationship 
at two points to either side of this point.
The two Figures (6.10) and (6.12) reveal a markedly different 
«pi _ «z* relationship from that on the centreline.
For the point on the centreline, Fig. (6.11), the F-Z graphs 
show that frequency increases with elevation until about 60 cm 
and then decreases. But for the two points at either side of 
this point, the bubble frequency seems to increase with elevation 
and the higher the superficial velocity, the steeper the rise. 
An exception to this, is the curve for U = 1.87 cm.sec"" 1 on 
Figure (6.12) where a maximum is reached at ^60 cm, although the 
frequencies in this case are probably non-significant, and the 
magnitude of 'F 1 for this maximum is much smaller than the 
corresponding values for the central point.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the frequency-elevation variation along 
the central x-axis, the points in Fig. 6.14 being on the vertical 
centreline. The graph corresponding to the low superficial 
fluidising velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 , (in Figure 6.14), shows 
uncharacteristically low frequencies. This could be due to the 
fact that bubbles are too small to be detected. Coalescence of 
small bubbles, forming large ones higher up in the bed, accounts 
for the steep rise of the frequency curve in Fig. (6.13).
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Graphs corresponding to the higher gas velocities of 2.41 and 
3.01 cm.sec" 1 in Fig. 6.13 show a minimum at 50cm elevation.
Figure 6.14, (which corresponds to the bed vertical centreline), 
shows a maximum at 40 cm elevation for the gas velocity of 2.41 
cm.sec" 1 . It has to be borne in mind that when the bed depth is 
increased from 42cm to 82cm above the distributor plate, the 
particle phase circulation patterns which exist at the lower 
depth, break up and new ones (on a larger scale) appear.
Caution must be exercised in comparing the results of experiments 
with different bed depths.
In conclusion, the porosint distributor seems to generate small 
bubbles, undetectable by the probe, hence showing very low 
frequencies, at low elevations above the distributor. Near the 
walls of the bed, the upward movement of the emulsion phase seems 
to enhance the bubble frequency by moving the bubbles towards the 
sampling points at the bottom of the bed (Z = 20 cm, 30 cm) , 
Figures (6.10 - 6.12).
In the centre of the bed, these emulsion movements seem to have an 
upward direction at the top of the bed. This would explain the 
very high frequencies encountered at an elevation of 40 cm above 
the distributor plate, on the bed vertical centreline, when the 























POROSINT PLflTE DISTR. 
X=36 CM.,Y=7 CM.
x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
n U=3.01 CM PER SEC
0.00 9.40 18.80 28.20 37.80 57.00 85.80






































































































































































































































































































































































































Bubbles Frequencies were measured in 'B 1 mode, when the multi- 
orifice distributor was employed, in two separate sets of 
experiments. One was a duplication of the experiments carried 
out with the porosint distributor, in that the bed was gradually 
filled up and the probe tip was always kept a few centimetres 
below the bed surface.
The second set of experiments was done when the bed was initially 
filled to maximum depth and all the frequency measurements were 
made with a uniform bed depth of 82 cm.
/
Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the frequency distributions across the 






















































Bubble Frequencies in 'B 1 Mode = min" 












































TABLE 6.6 continued 









































U = 1.87 U = 2.41 U = 3.01
Z = 20 cm













Bubble Frequencies in 'B 1 Mode = min~ 
Multiorifice Distributor
Bed depth = 82 cm
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<0.1 0.38 0.75








U = 1.87 U = 2.41 U = 3.01
<0.1 0.60 1.57








U = 1.87 U = 2.41 U = 3.01
< 0.1 <0.1 0.95








U = 1.87 U = 2.41 U = 3.01
TABLE 6.7 continued
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Yue and Kolaczkowski (127) proposed a method for the design of a 
raultiorifice distributor for a gas fluidised bed. They suggested 
that the number of active orifices could be obtained from the 
following equation:
[ 1 + (2a02 N2 /pf Umf2 A2 )ps ghs (l -i) (1 -emf)] h -
where:
U = total superficial gas velocity
Umf = superficial gas velocity at minimum fluidisation
ao = area of orifice
A = total area of fluidised bed
hs = height of spout or jet
Pf = density of fluidising fluid
emf = ke<3 voidage at minimum fluidisation
N! = number of active orifices
N = total number of orifices.
Ni 
Using this equation, the ratio — gives a value of 0.132 which
suggests that only 9 of the 66 orifices are active, when the 
superficial fluidising velocity is 1.87 cm.sec" .
The multiorifice distributor produced much uniform bubble frequency 
distributions in the bed. Even at very low depths, the number of 
bubbles with vertical size exceeding the set value of 6.8 cm, is 
greater than that generated by the porosint plate distributor.
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Although, in (.5.5) rfc was stated that the porosint plate distributor 
produced a higher proportion of larger bubbles, this referred to 
a higher proportion of a much lower number of bubbles sampled. 
The multiorifice distributor consistently produces a much greater 
number of bubbles in the size-range detectable by the probe.
Bubble frequency is higher closer to the "front" wall of the bed. 
It increases with elevation until 40 -50 cm above the distributor 
plate whence it decreases. There are very few zones of inactivity 
even at the lowest elevations investigated.
At low elevations an increase in gas velocity results in an 
increase in the bubble frequency. At higher elevations of 60 - 70 cm 
the reverse obtains and the bubble frequency decreases or remains 
constant with increasing gas velocity.
This phenomenon presumably shows the dependence of frequency F, 
on the location of the sampling point vis-a-vis the particle 
circulation patterns. If the sampling point were on the downward 
flow of the emulsion phase movement, increasing the gas flow rate 
would result in a decrease in the frequency measured, since the 
downward circulation would be enhanced. On the other hand, 
sampling points located on the upward movement of the emulsion 
phase would show an increase in the measured frequency with an 
increase in gas flow rate. In short, increasing the gas flow rate 
only makes the prevailing circulation pattern more pronounced, 
rather than change it.
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Another feature of this distributor is the fact that the bubble 
frequency is less uniformly distributed at very low and very high 
elevations in the bed. At heights of 60 -70 cm above the gas 
distributor, bubbling activity is concentrated more or less at 
one particular zone, which persists at low, as well as high gas 
velocities. This could be due to the coalescence of small bubbles 
as they rise in the bed, forming larger bubbles, at some particular 
zones. The surrounding areas of bed will be depleted of bubbles.
Figures (6.15) - (6.23) show the frequency-elevation variation for 
the nine points across the bed cross-section and at three 
superficial fluidising velocities. Figures (6.15, 6.16 and 6.17) 
show the 'F 1 - 'Z 1 relationship at a plane (Y = 7 cm) near the 
front wall. This distance is increased to 14 cm in Figures (6.18, 
6.19 and 6.20) and to 21cm in Figures (6.21, 6.22 and 6.23).
All three graphs in Figures (6.15 -6.17) reveal a similar pattern. 
Frequency increases with height, reaches a maximum at 30 - 50 cm 
elevation range and then decreases. Increasing the X-coordinate 
from 12 cm to 36 cm seems to have the effect of shifting this 
maximum frequency towards slightly higher elevations. As mentioned 
in chapter (4), at low elevations, the particle circulation 
patterns are moving upwards near the walls. When the bed depth 
is greater than 40 cm the upward movement of these circulation 
patterns shifts towards more central zones at ^40 cm above the 
distributor plate. As the direction of the emulsion phase movement 
is reversed, the bubble frequency begins to drop, and decreases as
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the elevation is increased. This seems to indicate that the 
upward movement of the emulsion phase enhances the bubble 
frequency.
As mentioned before, increasing bed depth gradually will not 
permit a true picture to be obtained of what goes on in the bed. 
Nevertheless, these graphs can be used for comparison of 
frequency-elevation variation across the bed at these nine 
points, as well as for the comparison of the two different 
methods of filling the bed.
Figures (6.18, 6.19 and 6.20) show the F-Z variation across 
the longer centreline, the point in Figure (6.19) being on the 
bed vertical centreline. Almost all these graphs show a minimum 
at 40 cm elevation, and peaks at 30 and 50 cm, respectively, 
above the distributor plate.
One exception is the Figure (6.20) where the frequency increases 
steadily with elevation after the 40 cm mark and shows very high 
frequencies at ^ 70 cm elevation. These experimental points, 
(in Figure 6.20), are on the vertical axis with x = 36 and y = 14 
coordinates. They presumably lie on the upward moving circulation 
flow patterns.
The pattern in Figure 6.19 suggests that on the vertical centreline, 




Finally the 'F' -'Z 1 variation along the X-coordinate near the 
"back" wall of the bed, is studied in Figures (6.21), (6.22) 
and (6.23). They all reveal a similar trend, but the figures 
corresponding to the points nearest the air inlet, Figures (6.21) 
and (6.22) do not show any appreciable change in the frequencies
-iat U = 1.87 cm.sec" . In fact the frequencies are all too small 
to be compared with data at another point. This indicates that 
at greater heights above the distributor, the points near the 
"back" wall of the bed coincide with the downward movement of 
the circulation patterns. These patterns move upwards until 
elevations around 40cm above the distributor plate are reached. 
Then they change direction, which would explain why all the 
graphs show frequency decreasing with increasing elevation after 
the 40cm mark. Unfortunately, the bed has not been filled up 
gradually enough to find out, accurately, where this radical 
change in circulation patterns occurs.
Burgess and Calderbank ( 6 ) suggest that this change of direction 
occurs at about one vessel diameter (in a cylindrical bed) , above 
the gas distributor. In a bed of rectangular cross-section (such 
as used in this work) one would expect to find this distance to
255,
be the "equivalent" of one vessel diameter. The "equivalent
diameter" defined as four times the hydraulic radius,
. . cross sectional area __ ... . 
(= 4 x rH = 4 x wetted perimeter = 37 ' 5 cm) ' seems tobe a
good approximation, in these experiments.
When the bed is filled to a depth of 42 cm, it was found that 
the change of direction (of flow) occurred, invariably at ^ 40 cm 






















x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
a U=3.01 CM PER SEC
0.00 9.40 18.80 28.20
i r 
37.80 47.00 58.40 85.80 75.20
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x U=1.87 CM PER SEC 
U=2.41 CM PER SEC 
n U=3.01 CM PER SEC
0.00 18.80 28.20 37.60 47.00 56.40 65.80 75.20

























































































































































x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
n U=3.01 CM PER SEC
9.40 16.80 26.20 37.80 47.00 58.40 65.80 75.























































































































































































































x U=1.87 CM PER SEl
+ U=2.41 CM PER SE(
D U=3.01 CM PER SE(
0.00 9.40 18.80 28.20 37.60 47.00 58.40 85.80 75.20
HEIGHT RBOVE DISTRIBUTOR , CM.
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6.4 Frequency-Elevation Variation across the Bed with Uniform Depth 
of 82 cm
In these experiments the bed was filled to a maximum depth of 
82 cm and all the frequency measurements were made under these 
conditions.
Table (6.7) shows the frequency distribution across the bed 
cross-section, (at the nine points mentioned earlier), at 
elevations of 20, 30, 40 and 50 cm and three gas velocities of 
1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec' 1 .
The frequency measurements at 60 and 70 cm elevations are the 
same in both sets of experiments.
The picture revealed by this table is markedly different from 
Table (6.7), presumably because:
1. the bubbles are taking different paths when they rise in 
the bed.
2. the particle flow patterns are quite different in the two
cases.
The frequency distribution is much less uniform and the bubbling 
activity is concentrated in two or three zones on the bed cross- 
sectional area from much lower elevations, (e.g. 40 -50cm 
compared to 60 - 70 cm in Table (6.8)). The "front" wall is 
favoured by the bubbles from the very lowest elevations measured, 
Increases of superficial fluidising velocity change the picture 
very slightly.
Figures 6.24 -6.29 show the F-Z variation across the bed cross- 
section .
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Figures 6.24, 6.25 and 6.26 show the frequency-elevation relationship 
at three sets of points close to the "front wall" of the bed. The 
pattern in all three graphs is similar and all three show a maximum 
at around 40 cm elevation. The point of maximum frequency has 
shifted towards a higher elevation of 50 cm above the distributor 
at the points nearest to the point of air inlet. At this point, 
Figure (6.24), and a low gas velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 , the 
frequencies are too low to measure at very low elevations. The 
curve corresponding to this superficial velocity (1.87 cm.sec" 1 ) 
does not show any change until an elevation of 50 cm, below which 
the frequencies are nearly zero.
This is, presumably due to the large number of inactive orifices 
associated with this low gas velocity.
There are two factors affecting the frequency distribution across 
this cross-section. First is the effect of the circulation 
patterns on the bubble frequency, which enhances the frequency 
when the bubbles lie on the upward movement of these flow patterns. 
The graphs reveal that near the "front wall", the frequency 
increases with elevation up to heights of 30 -50 cm range, 
coinciding with the fact that the circulation patterns have an 
upward direction in the 0 - 40 cm elevation range.
The second effect, which is a minor one, concerns the location 
of the sampling point with respect to the point of air inlet. 
This influence manifests itself in the magnitude of the elevation 
where the maximum frequency is recorded (30 cm in Figure 6.26, 
40cm in Figure 6.25 and 50cm in Figure 6.24).
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Figure (6.29) shows the variation of bubble frequency with elevation 
above the distributor plate, for points on the vertical axis with 
X » 36 cm and Y = 21 cm coordinates.
These points are near the "back" wall of the bed. Three gas 
velocities : 1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec"" 1 are used. This graph, 
again, reveals that the data corresponding to the low velocity of 
1.87 cm.sec do not show any appreciable change with elevation 
and very low frequencies are recorded for this superficial 
fluidising velocity.
This recurring phenomenon points to the fact that some of the 
orifices are inactive at this low gas flow rate.
Figure 6.28 shows the F-Z variation for points on the longitudinal 
centreline, nearer the "right hand side" wall of the bed. Very 
high frequencies are recorded, specially at high elevations above 
the gas distributor. Frequency is increasing steadily with 
elevation, the highest rise corresponding to the highest of the 
three superficial velocities (i.e. 3.01 cm.sec" 1 ). This is an 
indication that these points coincide with upward-moving circulation 
patterns.
It must be remembered that the bed depth is 82 cm in these 
experiments and the highest elevation investigated is 70 cm above 
the distributor plate. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
circulation patterns near this wall (right hand side wall) are 
moving upwards up to 70 cm elevation.
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In Figure 6.27, the F-Z relationship is shown for points on the 
bed vertical centreline. Except for a few rogue points, the 
trend of the curves is steadily upwards. The data show more 
scatter for the low superficial fluidising velocity of 1.87 cm. sec" 1 , 
This feature appears on most of the graphs in this section. The 
experimental points for U = 1.87 cm.sec" 1 reveal a more irregular 
pattern of the frequency - elevation relationship. This could be 
due to the fact that, at this low gas rate, the bed is not as 
uniformly fluidised, since some of the perforations are not active.
A comparison of the graphs for the two sets of experiments carried 
out with the multiorifice distributor reveals a number of 
similarities, (Figures (6.15 - 6.17) - Figures (6.24 - 6.26)).
The points near the "back wall" of the bed show frequency decreasing 
with increasing elevation. On the other hand, the points near the 
front wall all show the frequency increasing until a point is 
reached where, presumably, the flow patterns reverse direction, 
whence the frequency decreases with increasing elevation.






































































































































































































x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
D U=3.01 CM PER SEC
18.80 28.20 37.80 47.00 SB. 40 85.80 75.20

























x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
n U=3.01 CM PER SEC
0.00 9.40 18.80 28.20 37.80 47.00 56.40 65.80 75.20
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11 B MODE " 
X=36 CM.,Y=21 CM.
x 11= 1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
a U=3.01 CM PER SEC
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6.5 Frequencies Measured in 'C* Mode
In Table (6.8) are tabulated the bubble frequencies across the bed 
cross-section at six different elevations and three superficial 
fluidising velocities. The data shows much higher point values 
for frequencies in almost all the 162 experiments than tables 
(6.6 and 6.7).
This is of course, due to the fact that there are no constraints 
imposed on the bubble-sizes recorded in this mode.
Although the frequency distribution is much more uniform than in 
table (6.7) nevertheless the familiar trend of the "front" and 
"right hand side walls" attracting more bubbles persists.
It is interesting to note that at some points in the bed, the 
frequencies measured are as low as recorded in 'B 1 mode. This 
suggests that the reason for very low bubbling activity shown at 
these points is not only due to the constraints imposed on bubble 
selection and collection . Physical conditions, such as the 
prevailing circulation patterns and/or inactive perforations, 
could also cause these irregularities in the spatial frequency 
distributions in a gas fluidised bed.
The pattern of the frequency distributions (in mode 'C') follows 
that in 'B 1 mode at most of the elevations investigated. At very 
high elevations above the distributor plate, the 'B 1 mode 
distributions are more irregular, those of 'C 1 mode on the other 
hand, more uniform across the bed cross-section.
276.
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Bubble Frequencies in 'C' Mode = min
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Table (6.8A) below, shows the sum of the point frequencies, at 
the nine sampling points, at the six elevations investigated. 
The frequencies in this table, are the bubble frequencies, 






























Table (6.8A) shows a steady decline in the 'total frequency 1 
with elevation, except for the first and last points. 
This pattern of steady decline (except for the Z = 20 cm and 
Z = 70 cm elevations) , also prevails in the 'total frequency 1 - 
elevation tables when the 'B' mode frequencies are used. This, 
presumably, is an indication of how the coalescence of small 
bubbles is influencing the bubble count with the multiorifice 
distributor.
In Figures (6.30) -(6.38) the frequency - elevation variation is 
plotted with the frequencies measured in 'C 1 mode.
Figures (6.30, 6.31 and 6.32) show the F-Z relationship at 
points near the front wall of the bed. All three graphs show 
frequency increasing with elevation, reaching a maximum at 30 -40 cm 
elevation range and then decreasing to a minimum at heights of 
50 - 60 cm above the distributor plate.
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At the vertical centre-plane (Y = 14 cm) the picture is markedly 
different. Figure (6.35) , representing the points near the "right 
hand side wall" of the bed, shows frequency increasing steadily 
with increasing elevation. The highest frequencies are 
encountered at these points in both 'B 1 and 'C 1 modes.
When the bed is filled to a depth of 82 cm, there seem to be large 
circulation patterns in the bed moving upwards near the "right 
hand side wall", which would explain the prevailing pattern in 
Figure 6.35.
Figures 6.30 and 6.33 represent points near the "left hand side 
wall", which show the. frequency increasing with elevation up to 
a point, (^ 40 cm above the distributor) and then decreasing with 
an increase in elevation.
Figure 6.36 shows the F-Z relationship at points near the "top 
left hand corner". No appreciable frequencies are recorded for 
1.87 and 2.41 cm.sec" 1 gas velocities. For U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 , 
the graph shows a minimum at ^ 40 cm elevation.
Figure 6.37 reveals a similar pattern. This figure corresponds to 
the points on the X = 24 cm and the Y = 21 cm planes. Here, all 
three curves show minima at 30 - 50 cm range. Frequencies of 
relatively higher magnitudes (than in Figure 6.36) are measured 
for two of the superficial fluidising velocities.
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In Figure (6.38), this representation is extended to points in the 
"top right hand corner" of the bed. A similar pattern to those in 
Figures (6.36) and (6.37) prevails.
It must be mentioned here that all the three graphs (6.36 -6.38) , 
representing points near the "back wall" of the bed, show exactly 
the opposite trend to the points near the "front wall".
This, presumably, indicates the existence of particle phase 
circulation patterns with opposing directions, close to the 
"front" and the "back" walls of the bed.
jerFinally, Figures (6.33 -6.35) represent the points on the long« 
centre-plane, at Y = 14 cm. They all show frequency increasing 
with elevation. The data for points on the bed vertical centreline 
reveal very small frequencies for U = 1.87 cm.sec" .
Points nearest the position of gas inlet do not show measurable 
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X=12 CM.,Y=7 CM.
x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
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11 C MODE " 
X=36 CM.,Y=7 CM.
x U=1.87 CM PER SEC
+ U=2.41 CM PER SEC
D U=3.01 CM PER SEC
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11 C MODE " 
X=12 CM.,Y=21 CM.
x U=1.87 CM PER SEC 
+ 11=2.41 CM PER SEC 
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Allahwala ( 1 ) , using a computer model, based on the following
assumptions, predicted the bubble frequency variation with
height above the distributor plate, as shown in Figure 6.39,
below.
He assumed that:
(a) All bubbles were spherical in shape, and the rise velocity 
of a bubble was not influenced by a leading bubble, except 
during coalescence.
(b) There was no leakage of gas from bubbles as they were
formed at the orifice. Frequency of bubble formation at 
an orifice remained constant at 20 bubbles per second.
(c) The only assumption made as the criterion of coalescence 
was that a leading bubble would influence the velocity of 
a trailing bubble when their nose to nose separation was 
less than, or equal to, twice the diameter of the leading 
bubble.
Based on the above-mentioned assumptions, he reported that his 
model predicted a fairly uniform frequency distribution at 
low heights in the bed. At intermediate heights, however, the 
model predicted a zone of high frequency near the bed walls with 
a relatively low frequency at the wall. Moreover, the model 
predicts that the zone of high frequency moves towards the bed 
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Predicted frequency distributions at different heights in the bed as a function of position when 
the orifices are in a line and bubble diameter is small compared to the vessel dimensions. Bed height - 55 
cm, bed width - 45 cm C7» - 250.0 cm 1 sec -' W.
FIG. 6.39
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Although the data in this chapter show a bewildering complexity 
of variation with the experimental parameters, nevertheless, 
some general patterns have emerged which can be summarised as 
follows:
1. Particle circulation patterns in the bed affect the bubble 
frequency distribution across the bed cross-sectional area. 
They enhance the bubble frequency when the probe position 
(i.e. the sampling points) happens to coincide with the 
upward movement of these patterns. This is clearly 
demonstrated when the frequency distributions near the 
"front" and "back" walls of the bed are compared (Figures 
(6.31 - 6.33) to Figures (6.36 - 6.38)).
Furthermore, at .certain positions we encounter a trend of 
frequency increasing with height up to ^40 cm above the 
distributor plate, whence it decreases. This reversal 
probably coincide with a change of direction of the particle 
phase circulation patterns in the bed. These circulation 
patterns have an upward direction near the vessel wall, 
at low elevations, moving towards the central zones as the 
elevation above the distributor is increased. There is 
some evidence that higher bubble frequencies are recorded 
near the vessel walls, close to the distributor plate. 
Conversely, points of high bubbling activity (and high 
bubble frequencies) are located in central zones at higher 
elevations.
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In Figure 6.40 below, these circulation patterns are






The binodal shape of the centreline frequency-elevation 
curve for the multiorifice distributor could be explained 
by Fig. 6.40. The readings for Z = 20, 30 and 40 cm were 
taken with a bed depth of 42 cm and the flow situation 
would be the same in each case. The particle circulation 
patterns could cause the bubbles to be carried away from 
the probe position.
2. At some positions in the bed, there are no bubbles to be 
found, suggesting that the circulation patterns carry the 
bubbles away from these positions. It also could be due 
to inactive orifices (when the raultiorifice distributor is 
employed) , especially at low superficial fluidising velocities 
The evidence for the latter is the existence of very low 
bubble frequencies measured with U = 1.87 cm.sec" , at
certain points across the bed cross-section. This phenomenon
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persists at all the six elevations investigated at some of 
these points, Figs. (6.33,6.36). when the superficial 
fluidising velocity is increased, this picture changes 
and reasonable frequencies are recorded at these points. 
With a further increase in gas flow rate, the bubble 
frequencies increase appreciably^ indicating an increase in 
the number of active perforations. This argument is 
reinforced by the fact that the experimental data, obtained 
under identical operating conditions, but using the porosint 
distributor, does not show such an irregular pattern with 
U = 1.87 cm.sec" 1 . Most of the frequency-elevation graphs 
for the porosint plate distributor follow a similar pattern 
for all three superficial fluidising velocities used.
3. The truncation of the bubble size distribution by the probe 
must have an effect on the spatial frequency distributions 
measured at various elevations above the distributor plate. 
Consider the frequency-size variation for two different 
elevations in the bed. Invariably, we find that the two 
curves intersect at a point marginally to the right of the 





The area under curve A is greater than that under curve B, 
indicating more bubbles, but the part of the area to the 
right of the cut off is less, indicating apparently less 
bubbles to the monitor.
The porosint distributor generates large numbers of small 
bubbles. As these rise and coalesce the number of bubbles 
in the range of measurement actually increases, giving the 
observed behaviour. The multiorifice distributor, which 
generates a smaller proportion of larger bubbles, first 
show an increase as more bubbles move into the measured 
range, followed by a decrease as the total number declines 
further by coalescence.
4. Finally, the reduced frequency due to coalescence as elevation 
in the bed increases must be one of the reasons why at high 
elevations (i.e. 60-70 cm) above the distributor plate, 
the least uniform frequency distributions are encountered.
Very high bubbling activity concentrated at a few points, 
together with very low bubble frequencies in the neighbouring 
regions, reflect the effect of coalescence on the spatial 
frequency distributions in the bed.
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CHAPTER 7
Effect of an Immersed Tube-Bank in the Bed
297,
7.1 Experiments with Tube-Bank in the Bed
Bubble frequencies and rise velocities were measured, with the 
tube-bank immersed in the bed, at the nine symmetrically 
distributed points, mentioned earlier, but at only three 
elevations of 50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plate. 
The bed height was always 82 cm and three superficial fluidising 
velocities (1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec" 1 ) were investigated.
These experiments were carried out with both gas distributors. 
All the bubble frequencies measured are in 'B 1 mode.
7.1.1 Rise Velocity-Size Relationship
Variation with Superficial Fluidising Velocity
Figure (7.1) shows the rise velocity-size variation for three gas 
velocities of 1.87, 2.41 and 3.01 cm.sec" 1 when the porosint plate 
is employed. The data is collected at a point with X = 24 cm, 
Y = 7 cm and Z = 50 cm coordinates. Clearly, the bubbles 
exhibit considerable scatter, especially at high gas flow rates.
Bubble rise velocities are greater for the lower gas velocity 
of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 in the lower size-ranges, but gradually the 
pattern changes and at higher gas flow rates, greater rise velocities 
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Figure (7.2) shows the same variation for the same point and 
under identical conditions except for the type of distributor 
plate. In this case the multiorifice distributor is employed. 
The bed depth is 82 cm in Figures (7.1) and (7.2).
Figure (7.2) shows that for a given bubble size the rise 
velocities are ordered U = 1.87 > U - 2.41 > U = 3.01 cm.sec"1 .
Another feature of this graph (Figure 7.2) is the small scatter 
compared to Figure (7.1) produced by the porosint plate distributor 
It is interesting to remember that this point (X = 24 cm, Y = 7 cm, 
Z = 50 cm), seemed to coincide with the upward movement of the 
particle phase circulation patterns in the experiments carried out 
without the solid obstacles . When the bed was filled to a 
maximum depth of 82 cm (which is the case here, too) the large 
circulation patterns were shown to be moving upwards near the 
"front wall" of the bed at a corresponding point. But here we 
witness a phenomenon (namely, the higher the superficial gas 
velocity the lower the rise velocity for each interval of bubble 
height) which is associated with points on the downward flow of 
the emulsion phase. This could be due to the fact that 50 cm 
above the distributor plate is actually 20 cm above the top array 
of the tubes immersed in the bed. In this respect, the tube-bank 
seems itself to be acting as a kind of distributor or redistributor, 
Therefore, a very different particle phase flow pattern seems to 
exist with the tube-bank present.
It is interesting to observe that again the magnitude of the rise 
velocities recorded, for each interval of bubble height, is greater 
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Figure (7.3) shows this variation at 70 cm above the distributor 
plate but on the same vertical axis .and for the same operating 
conditions as in Figure (7.2). The same pattern of rise velocity 
variation with bubble size prevails in Figure (7.3), in that, 
for each interval of bubble height, greater rise velocities have 
been recorded for lower superficial fluidising velocities. In 
fact the difference in the magnitude of the rise velocity U^, 
found between the two sets of data (for U = 1.87 and U = 2.41), 
in Figure (7.3) is more pronounced than the corresponding values 
in Figure (7.2).
7.1.2 Variation with Height
Figure (7.4) shows the variation of the bubble rise velocities 
with the measured size, at three different elevations above the 
porosint distributor plate. The points are on the vertical with 
X = 24 cm and Y = 7 cm coordinates, and the superficial fluidising 
velocity is fixed at U = 3.01 cm.sec"" 1 . There does not seem to be 
a significant difference in the magnitude of the bubble rise 
velocities corresponding to the three elevations, in lower size- 
ranges.
Bubbles, again exhibit considerable scatter in the greater size- 
ranges (^ 5 x£) .
In Figure (7.5), this variation is shown for the bubbles generated 
by the multiorifice distributor. Three points at the same elevations 
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axis are selected. The same superficial fluidising velocity, 
(U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 ) and the same bed depth of 82 cm are maintained 
Again, the experimental points show very little scatter and there 
does not seem to be a significant difference between the three 
sets of data.
Bubble rise velocity does not change significantly in 20 cm (from 
Z = 50 cm to Z = 70 cm) with the tube-bank in the bed. Again, 
rise velocities measured with the porosint distributor employed 
are greater than the corresponding values with the multiorifice 
distributor present.
7.1.3 Variation Across the Bed Cross-Section
Table (7.1) shows the rise velocity-size relationship for bubbles 
generated by the porosint distributor at three points along the 
central X-axis. All three points are on the Z = 50 cm plane,
«•
the bed depth is 82 cm and the superficial fluidising velocity 
is fixed at 3.01 cm.sec" 1 . The data for the three points show 
very small differences in the magnitude of the rise velocities. 
The bubbles near the "right hand side" wall seem to be rising 
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In Table (7.2) , the same variation is shown for three points on 
a higher plane, Z = 70 cm above the distributor plate. The 
porosint distributor is employed and all the operating conditions 
are identical to those in Table (7.1). No significant change 
is revealed. It seems that the circulation patterns prevalent 
in the bed without the solid obstacles disappear, or the effect 
of these on the bubble rise velocity is much reduced, when the 
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Porosint Distributor
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Table (7.3) shows the rise velocity-size variation for the same 
three points as in Table (7.2) (and under identical operating 
conditions) , except that the multiorifice distributor plate is 
employed .
The only change is a marked difference in the rise velocities
*te 
of bubble measured near the "right hand side wall" of the bed.
These are significantly greater than corresponding values at 
the other two points. It must be noted that these are all 
significantly less than the corresponding rise velocities of 
bubbles generated by the porosint distributor.
To extend this comparison between the distributors , Table (7.4), 
which is directly comparable to Table (7.1) , is tabulated below. 
All the operating conditions are identical in these tables 
except that two different distributors are employed.
v
A comparison of Tables (7.1) and (7.4) shows much smaller 
velocities measured when the multiorifice distributor is used. 
Otherwise, a similar pattern is revealed in that the experimental 
points are very close, and no significant difference is found, 
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Table C7.5) shows the rise velocities of bubbles at three points 
along the shorter centre-plane, all three on the Z = 50 cm plane. 
The superficial fluidising velocity is fixed at 3.01 cm/sec and 
the bed depth is 82 cm. In this table, the rise velocities of 
bubbles generated by the porosint distributor are tabulated 
against the bubble size. The bubble rise velocity recorded for 
each interval of bubble height is greater at 21 cm (near the 
"back" wall of the bed), than at the other two points. The 
data shows the smallest rise velocities measured near the "front" 
wall of the bed.
It was suggested, (Figure 7.1), that the particle phase
circulation patterns moved downward near the "front" wall of
the bed. This is reinforced by observing the data in Table (7.5) ,
In Table (7.6) the rise velocities of bubble of various "sizes" 
are tabulated, for three points, again on the "shorter" centre- 
plane, but all three at a higher elevation of 70 cm above the 
porosint distributor plate. All the operating conditions are 
the same as for Table (7.5) . Again, rise velocities of greater 
magnitude than at the other two points are measured at Y=21 cm 
but the differences in the three sets of data are not so 
pronounced as in Table 7.5 . For larger bubbles the difference 
is not significant at all. Nevertheless, it is an indication of 
the still prevalent pattern of the particle phase circulation 
patterns moving upwards near the "back wall" of the bed and 
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Tables (7.7) and (7.8) show the same UB -"Size" variation for 
bubbles generated by the multiorifice distributor. Table (7.7) 
shows the data corresponding to the same three points and 
operating conditions as in Table (7.5). There does not seem to 
be a significant difference in the three sets of data (corresponding 
to the three points), but, nevertheless, the bubbles located on 
the bed vertical axis (the centre point), seem to be rising 
slightly faster. Even this slight difference diminishes as the 
bubble size increases.
Table (7.8) shows the data for only two points on the transverse 
(shorter) centre-plane. Insufficient data could be collected 
at the Y = 21 cm point. Here, rise velocities significantly 
greater in magnitude have been measured at the central point. 
Even for larger bubbles the difference between the two sets of 
data does not diminish. Together with the evidence of a low 
bubbling activity near the "back" wall of the bed and the fact 
that the bubbles are rising faster on the bed vertical axis, 
this is a clear indication of a change of flow patterns from 
those produced by the porosint plate distributor.
This observation corroborates the conclusion drawn in Section 
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7.1.4 Comparison of the Rise Velocities With and Without the Tube-Bank 
A comparison of the rise velocities measured at elevations of 
50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plates, with and without 
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Table (7.9) shows the rise velocities of bubbles, generated by 
the porosint distributor, tabulated against the bubble size, 
for two sets of experiments, (with and without the tube-bank 
immersed in the bed). Three points are selected at elevations 
of Z = 50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plate. All the 
other operating conditions are identical.
Bubble rise velocities, for each interval of bubble height, 
measured at these elevations are significantly greater when 
the bed is free of any solid obstacles. It must be remembered 
that the point of measurement when Z = 50 cm and the tube-bank 
is present, is only ^20 cm above the top array.
Table (7.10), referring to the multiorifice distributor, shows 
a similar trend for the three elevations compared. In Table 
(7.10) , the three sets of data corresponding to the bed free 
of the solid obstacles show greater rise velocities for each 
interval of bubble height. This, presumably reflects the effect 
of the particle phase circulation patterns in these two cases.
It is clear that these circulation patterns are very different, 
which manifests itself in the different bubble rise velocities 
recorded at the same points with and without the tube-bank in 
the bed.
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Table (7.11) shows the rise velocities at three points 50, 60 
and 70 cm above the distributor plate, but on the bed vertical 
axis. The superficial gas velocity and the bed depth are the 
same as in Table 7.10. Again, we find much greater bubble 
rise velocities are recorded in a bed without a solid obstacle. 
Here, the differences are not as pronounced as in Table (7.10). 
In fact, at an elevation of 70 cm (in Table 7.11), the differences 
in the magnitude of the rise velocities are almost non-existent 
for large bubbles.
This could be due to the relative positions of these points (in 
these two tables), with respect to the particle circulation 
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7.2 Bubble Size Distribution
7.2.1 Variation with Superficial Fluidising Velocity
Figure (7.6) shows the variation of bubble size distribution 
with superficial fluidising velocity at a point on the shorter 
(transverse) centre-plane at a fixed elevation of 70 cm above 
the distributor plate.
Frequency decreases very sharply with increasing bubble size 
at the low velocity of 1.87 cm.sec"" 1 , indicating a greater 
proportion of bubbles in the lower size-ranges.
Figure (7.7) shows the same variation at another point across 
the bed cross-section, (X = 24 cm, Y = 21 cm) . A very similar 
pattern is revealed. Both graphs show peaks at 8 - 10 mm size- 
range for the high superficial velocity (U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 ) 
only. Both graphs represent data generated by the porosint 
plate distributor.
Figure (7.8) shows the frequency-size distribution at a fixed 
height of 50 cm above the distributor plate and for the same 
three gas velocities.
A similar pattern of frequency decreasing with increasing size 
(as in Figure (7.6) , is revealed. Again, the decrease is 
steeper for the lowest gas velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" , 
indicating the greater number of bubbles in the small size- 
ranges, corresponding to this gas velocity. Figure (7.8) 
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Figure (7.9) shows the variation of bubble size distribution 
with size for three superficial fluidising velocities, when 
the multiorifice distributor is employed. None of the histograms 
shows a peak in the size-range investigated. A comparison of 
this graph with Figure (7.6), (produced by the porosint 
distributor but under identical operating conditions), reveals 
a change in the most frequent size. In Figure (7.6), the 
histogram corresponding to U = 3.01 cm/sec shows a peak in the 
8.5 - 10 mm size-range.
A comparison of the frequencies corresponding to the first 
interval of bubble height, in these two graphs, shows a much 
larger frequency (^22%) for U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 , when the 
multiorifice distributor is employed, (compared to ^12% for 
the porosint distributor).
For larger bubbles, both distributors show a similar trend 
(of frequency decreasing gradually with increasing bubble size) 
but the bubble frequency, for each interval of bubble height, 
is greater for bubbles generated by the porosint plate 
distributor.
This would seem to indicate the fact that larger bubbles are 














































7.2.2 Variation with Height above Distributor Plate
Figure (7.9a) shows the variation of the bubble size distribution 
with height above the distributor plate at three elevations of 
50, 60 and 70 cm and at a fixed superficial fluidising velocity 
of 3.01 cm.sec" 1 .
At this position, elevation does not seem much to affect the 
size distribution but the histograms corresponding to the higher 
elevations of 60 and 70 cm show peaks. The histogram for the 
Z - 50 cm elevation has already peaked.
Figure (7.10) shows the variation of frequency with size at the 
same superficial fluidising velocity of 3.01 cm.sec" 1 for three 
different points, on a plane 14 cm nearer to the "back wall" of 
the bed. This graph shows a very similar pattern of frequency 
decreasing with increasing bubble size to that of Figure (7.9a) 
In Figure (7.10), all three histograms show peaks at the same 
size-range, (8 - 10 mm) .
Figures (7.11) and (7.12) show the frequency-size histograms at 
a lower gas velocity of 2.41 cm.sec" 1 . The points in these two 
graphs are located on two planes 12cm apart, along the X-axis 
(both at Y = 7 cm).
None of the histograms in Figure (7.12) show peaks in the size- 
ranges investigated, indicating the fact that the most frequent 

























































































































































































































All these graphs (7.7-7.12) represent data of bubbles generated 
by the porosint plate distributor. Figure (7.13) shows the size 
distribution variation with height for bubbles generated by the 
multiorifice distributor.
The operating conditions are the same as in Figure (7.11). In 
fact these two graphs can be directly compared to reveal the 
difference, if any, in the bubble sizes, encountered by the 
probe at 50, 60 and 70 cm above the two distributor plates.
Histograms in Figure (7.13) , do not show a peak for any one of 
the three elevations. The frequency is decreasing steadily with 
increasing size in both, but the histograms corresponding to two 
of the elevations (60 and 70 cm) show peaks in the 8 -10.5mm 
range when the porosint distributor is employed.
A comparison of these two graphs (Figures 7.11 and 7.13) indicates 
a greater proportion of smaller bubbles encountered by the probe 
when the multiorifice distributor is employed. Conversely, in 
the greater size-ranges, higher bubble frequencies are recorded 
with the porosint plate distributor. This is in agreement with 















































7.2.3 Variation across the Bed Cross-Sectional Area
Figure (7.14) shows the bubble frequency (percentage of bubbles 
in each slot) plotted against the slot width for three points 
with Y = 7 cm, 14 cm and 21 cm. All three points are on the 
X = 24 cm and Z = 50 cm planes. The superficial fluidising 
velocity is fixed at U = 3.01 cm.sec"" 1 . The values of frequencies 
are close and do not show a significant difference in the three 
sets of data. Bubble frequencies show peaks in the 8 -10 mm 
size range but the histogram corresponding to Y = 7 cm has 
already peaked.
In Figure (7.15) , the bubble frequency is plotted against the 
slot width, for three points on the Z = 70 cm plane. The rest 
of the operating conditions are the same as in Figure (7.14).
Here, all three histograms show peaks at 8 -10mm size-range. 
Bubble frequency, for small bubbles, is less for each interval 
of bubble height than in Figure (7^14) . Again all three sets 
of data are close which indicates a very uniform distribution 
of bubbling activity across this axis, compared to a bed 
without the tube-bank.
Figures (7.16) and (7.17) show the frequency-variation for 
bubbles generated by the multiorifice distributor. Figure (7.16) 
shows this variation for three points on the Z = 50 cm plane 
whereas Figure (7.17) corresponds to three points on the Z = 70 cm 
plane. Otherwise, the superficial fluidising velocity, bed height 












































































































































































A comparison of these two Figures (.7.16 and 7.17) reveals a 
similar pattern of bubble frequency decreasing (from a maximum), 
steadily and none of the histograms shows a peak in the size- 
range investigated. Much higher bubble frequencies are recorded, 
for small bubbles, with the multiorifice distributor (compare 
Figures 7.14, 7.16 and 7.15 to 7.17). For large bubbles, there 
does not seem to be a significant difference in the bubble 
frequencies, for corresponding intervals of bubble height, with 
the two distributors.
All this indicates, again, a greater proportion of smaller bubbles 
existing (at the points where the probe tip is located) , when the 
multiorifice distributor is used.
Figures (7.18) and (7.19) show the frequency-size distribution 
along the X coordinates, when the porosint plate is employed. 
Figure (7.18) represents data at three points on the Z = 50 cm 
plane while (7.19) corresponds to three points on a plane 20 cm 
higher (i.e. Z = 70 cm above the distributor plate). In both, 
the superficial fluidising velocity is fixed at 3.01 cm.sec" 1 
and Y = 14 cm. All the histograms show a peak in the 8.5 -10mm 
size-range.
Frequencies corresponding to the Z = 50 cm elevation are greater 
than those for Z = 70 cm for the first four intervals of bubble 
height (i.e. for small bubbles). This indicates a greater 
proportion of small bubbles encountered at the lower elevation 


































































































a proportion of these small bubbles would coalesce in the 20 cm 
rise to form larger bubbles, encountered at Z = 70cm.
After this initial size-range (of 6.8-13.6 mm) the frequencies, 
for each of the three sets of data, are very close and do not 
show a significant difference along the X-axis. In other words 
the bubble size distribution does not vary much along the X 
coordinates for large bubbles.
Finally, in Figures (7.20) and (7.21) the size distribution 
variation is tabulated along the X coordinates for bubble 
generated by the multiorifice distributor. Figure (7.20) can 
be directly compared to Figure (7.18) and Figures (7.19) and 
(7.21) are obtained under identical operating conditions. Again, 
both these Figures,(7.20) and (7.21) , show much greater 
frequencies for small bubbles than Figures (7.18) and (7.19).
*
The only exception is the data obtained at the point with 
coordinates X = 36 cm, Y = 14 cm, Z = 70 cm. In fact, this is 
the only histogram to show a peak in the size ranges investigated.
It is interesting that a very significant difference exists 
between the bubble size distribution at this point, compared to 
the other two (i.e. X = 12 and X = 24 cm).
However, it follows a definite trend shown in the figures for 
X - 12 and X = 24. If the frequencies for the first two bubble 
size slots are compared in these two cases, the drop is very much 
greater for X = 12 than for X = 24 cm. Under the circumstances, 





























































































7.2.4 Comparison of the Frequency-Size Distributions With and Without 
Tube-Bank
Figure (7.22) shows the size distribution variation of bubbles 
encountered by the probe in the bed, with and without the tube- 
bank present, at a point 50 cm above the porosint distributor 
plate on the bed vertical centreline.
The histogram corresponding to the latter case (without the tube- 
bank) , shows a peak in the 8 - 10 mm size range. Otherwise the 
two histograms follow a very similar and very close pattern of 
bubble frequency decreasing steadily with an increase in slot 
number. It seems as though the bubbles are sliding off the 
tubes or splitting when they hit the tubes but reforming 
immediately above the top array, so that no significant difference 
in the size distribution is revealed.
This conclusion is reinforced when this comparison is extended 
to another plane, 20 cm higher (i.e. 70 cm above the distributor 
plate), Figure (7.23). Again the two histograms reveal a similar 
pattern of frequency increasing to a maximum (peak value =12 -13%) 
and then decreasing steadily with increasing size. Furthermore, 
frequencies recorded, for each interval of bubble height, in the 





















































































In Figure C7.24) two bubble size distribution histograms are 
compared:
1. when the sampling point is 30 cm above the distributor 
plate but without the tube-bank.
2. to the case where the tube bank is present, but the point 
of measurement is 70 cm above the distributor on the bed 
vertical axis.
The two histograms show very different patterns of frequency- 
size distribution variation. The one corresponding to the 
point with 2 = 70 cm shows a gradual increase, a peak and a 
steady decline. The histogram corresponding to the point with 
Z = 30 cm has already peaked, the most frequent size being less 
than 6.8 mm.
The purpose of making this comparison was to test the hypothesis 
that a tube-bundle acts as a redistributor for the fluidising 
gas. Were this the case, similar size distributions would be 
expected at equal heights above the distributor and the tube- 
bundle. As can be seen from Figure (7.24), no such similarity 
exists. It must therefore be concluded that the tube-bundle 
acts as a redistributor only to the limited extent of improving 
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7.3 Bubble Frequency Distributions
7.3.1 Porosint Plate Distributor
Table (7.9) shows the point values of the bubble frequencies 
recorded at the nine points, for three elevations (50, 60 and 
70 cm) and three superficial fluidising velocities (1.87, 2.41 
and 3.01 cm.sec"1 ), with the porosint distributor employed. 
This table shows that the bubble frequency is very uniformly 
distributed, especially at high gas flow rate. At a low gas 
velocity of 1.87 cm.sec" 1 , the distribution is less uniform, 
bubbles being concentrated at the centre, and at a few points 
near the "front wall" of the bed.
Bubble frequency increases with the superficial gas velocity 
and the highest frequencies are recorded with U = 3.01 cm.sec" 1 . 
Uniformity (of frequency distribution), across the bed cross- 
sectional area, increases with increasing superficial fluidising 
velocity.
Elevation above the distributor plate seems to affect the bubble 
frequency and its distribution only very slightly. A comparison 
of the data corresponding to Z = 50 cm with those at Z = 60 cm 
and Z = 70 cm reveals a shift in the bubble concentration (and 
bubbling activity) towards the back wall of the bed.
It seems that the presence of the tube-bank helps to redistribute 




1.18 0.56 1.34 
11.76 17.02 15.18 
1.49 10.83 7.00
10.44 4.40 5.63 
20.00 17.12 18.88 
9.27 22.90 15.91
14.22 4.46 11.14 
15.25 20.97 17.60 
12.57 9.06 11.04
Z = 70 cm
U - 1.87 cm.sec'
Z = 70 cm 
U = 2.41






































Z = 60 cm 
U « 1.87
Z = 60 cm 
U » 2.41











Z = 50 cm 
U = 1.87
Z = 50 cm 
U = 2.41
Z = 50 cm 
U = 3.01
TABLE (7.9)
Bubble Frequencies (in 'B' Mode) = min
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7.3.2 Multiorifice Distributor
Table (7.10) shows the frequency distribution across the bed cross- 
section when the multiorifice distributor is employed. Again, a 
more uniform distribution is obtained with the tube-bank present. 
Uniformity (defined by the prevalence of point frequencies of the 
same order of magnitude at the nine symmetrically distributed 
points) increases with increasing superficial fluidising velocity. 
In this case (with the multiorifice distributor) , this could be 
attributed to a greater number of active orifices, when the gas 
velocity is increased. Increasing elevation above the distributor 
plate changes the picture very slightly.
7.3.3 Comparison of Frequency Distributions With and Without the Tube-Bank 
A comparison of tables (6.5 and 6.6 ) to (7.9 and 7.10) shows that 
the presence of the tube-bank in the bed has the effect of 
increasing the uniformity of frequency distribution across the bed 
cross-sectional area. This could be due to the fact that the tube- 
bank helps redistribute the bubbles across the bed cross-section, 
(i.e. shifting the bubbles sideways, randomly, without affecting 
their size distribution).
Multiorifice Distributor - With Tube-Bank
355,
<0.1 1.57 1.75 
1.45 7.99 11.35 
15.23 7.70 4.70
Z = 70 cm
<0.1 1.15 3.10 
3.07 8.07 7.19 
6.47 11.19 6.28
Z = 60 cm
<0.1 <0.1 0.80 
0.32 1.75 8.39 
16.18 13.93 11.46
1.11 2.22 2.38 
5.58 9.75 12.22 
10.88 6.08 5.50
Z = 70 cm
0.37 5.14 9.10 
6.80 10.60 12.23 
8.92 8.96 6.87
Z = 60 cm
<0.1 6.67 6.73 
5.22 5.13 11.80 
20.76 15.43 12.30
3.96 3.51 7.32 
7.45 13.04 21.21 
8.60 3.90 4.43
Z = 70 cm
3.31 4.93 5.15 
9.06 11.70 20.15 
9.71 7.07 8.77
Z = 60 cm
0.43 10.24 8.19 
7.29 4.68 17.55 
19.15 11.44 12.68
Z = 50 cm
U =• 1.87 cm/sec
Z = 50 cm
U = 2.41 cm/sec
Z = 50 cm
U = 3.01 cm/sec
TABLE 7.10




Introducing an array of solid obstacles (in the form of a tube- 
bank) into a gas-fluidised bed seems to have the following 
effects:
1. The direction and the scale of the particulate phase 
circulation patterns are changed. They are reduced in 
scale to a great extent and the direction of flow is 
sometimes the opposite to that prevalent when the solid 
obstacle is not present.
2. Bubble frequency distribution across the bed cross-sectional 
area is much more uniform when a tube-bank is immersed in 
the bed. The tube-bank seems to help redistribute the 
bubbles across the bed cross-section. Very few "dead" 
zones are found in the bed.
3. Bubble size distributions are not greatly affected by the 
presence of a solid obstacle in the bed. In these 
experiments, immersing a staggered tube array seems not 
to disrupt bubble size variation along the vertical direction 
in the bed. The bubbles seem to slide off the tubes. 
When they hit the tubes frontally and are consequently 
split, they seem to reform immediately above the tubes, 
so as not to affect the size distribution greatly.
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4. The multiorifice distributor produced a greater proportion 
of small bubbles (i.e. encountered by the probe) , at the 
elevations of 50, 60 and 70 cm above the distributor plate. 
When the tube -bank was submerged in the bed, this phenomenon 
prevailed again and the presence of the tube -bank did not 
affect the differences in the bubble size distributions 
already existing due to the different mechanism of bubble 
generation by the two gas distributors.
tube-bundle used in these experiments was not very densely 
packed (pitch: diameter ratio = 3.5). It is possible that 
denser arrays might substantially alter bubble size -distributions, 






One of the characteristics of gas fluidised-beds is the formation of gas 
bubbles. Since the bubbles contain but little of the solids it is possible 
for much of the gas entering a fluid bed chemical reactor to by-pass the 
solids, thus decreasing the overall reaction efficiency as compared-to - a 
fixed bed reactor operating with the same space velocity and mass of catalyst. 
Most chemical reactor models thus, require knowledge of the bubble size in 
gas fluidised reactors. It is also important to know whether or not the 
bubbles may grow big enough to cause slugging both for reactor modelling 
and when considering carry-over of particles into the space above the bed 
and beyond. The relevance of the bubble parameters in designing a gas 
fluidised bed reactor will be dealt with in more detail later in this 
chapter.
The compound fibre-optic probe technique has proved a useful tool in 
measuring bubble sizes and rise velocities in a gas fluidised bed. Its 
results are in good agreement with those generated by other techniques, 
such as X-ray photography (92) and use of electroresistivity probes (6).
A number of conclusions can be drawn from these results which are in 
good agreement with most of the reported literature. These can be 
summarised as follows:
1. Bubbles become flatter in shape as they rise higher in the bed.
Furthermore, the larger bubbles are flatter in shape irrespective of 
height in the bed.
2. Extremely skewed distribution curves obtained suggest that there is 
a high proportion of very small bubbles (size < 1.0 cm) with the 
most frequent size in the range of 8-12 mm. The most skewed distribution 
curves are encountered near the distributor plate, especially at low 
superficial fluidising velocities.
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3. Invariably, it was found that the bubble-size histograms corresponding 
to the multiorifice distributor showed a much greater proportion of 
small bubbles than did the histograms yielded by the porosint distributor. 
On purely physical grounds, it seems unlikely that the microscopic 
pores in the sintered metal distributor in fact give rise to larger 
bubbles than the gross perforations in the multiorifice distributor.
•
It is much more likely that the former distributor produces a cloud of 
tiny bubbles which are undetec table by the probe; and that after a 
rise of 20 cm (and at high superficial fluidising velocities) enough 
repeated ̂ coalescences have occured to produce a few detectable bubbles. 
At higher elevations in the bed, more and more bubbles appear in the 
measureable size range, indicating an apparent increase in bubble count 
with elevation (Table 6,5 A). In the case of the multiorifice distributor, 
many more of the bubbles produced are immediately in the measureable range. 
This gives a relatively large bubble count at 20 cm elevation. In this 
case, however, continued coalescence reduces the number of measureable 
bubbles, giving a real decrease in bubble count as elevation increases 
(Table 6.8 A). The true picture is thus, almost certainly, one of monotonic 
decline in bubble count with elevation in both cases. It is only the 
inability of the probe to detect very small bubbles which obscures 
this variation in the case of porosint plate distributor.
4. The possible incidence of inactive orifices could be another reason
for unusually low bubble counts at some points on the bed cross-section, 
when the multiorifice distributor is employed.
5. The introduction of a solid obstacle (such as a tube-bank), in a gas 
fluidised bed, has the effect of spatially redistributing the bubbles 
without greatly affecting their size distribution.
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These findings are directly relevant in designing a fluidised bed reactor. 
This relevance can be summarised as follows:
1. Bubble size is used as a basic design parameter by almost all workers 
(61, 91). (A knowledge of the residence-time distribution of gas 
in a fluidised-bed catalytic reactor does not give sufficient 
information to predict the degree of conversion since there is an
•
unequal distribution of catalyst between the bubble and dense phases). 
Most fluidised bed reactor models assume uniform bubble sizes, which 
is clearly unrealistic. This work gives an indication of the 
distribution of bubble sizes in a particular freely-bubbling bed and 
hence some insight into the validity of these models and possibility 
of modifying and extending them accordingly.
2. Knowledge of the spatial distribution of bubbles in gas fluidised beds 
is important is view of the general need for, and assumption of, 
uniformity of reactor beds. This work gives measurement of the 
extent of non-uniformity of bubbling over the cross-section of the 
particular bed used in these experiments and reveals how it varies 
with bed depth, superficial fluidising velocity and bed internals in 
this particular case.
3. Serious by-passing can occur at very high values of U/U^f with shallow 
beds or with large bubble sizes (Orcutt et al.). By-passing may occur 
in fluidised-bed reactors due to the preferred use of bubble caps, 
perforations or tuyeres, etc. where bubbles may begin to rise along 
preferred paths or tracks to produce a situation akin to channelling. 
The mechanism of bubble generation by two different gas distributors 
is studied and some insight is gained into the paths bubbles take 
when they rise up in the bed.
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**•. Entrainment of particles from the bed is another important factor 
which is affected by the bubbles, because:
(a) bubbles eject particles into the freeboard; and
(b) subsequent carry-over of particles depends on velocity distribution 
and turbulence levels in the freeboard, both of which seem to 
depend on bubbling (129). Levy & Lockwood (129) showed that in
•
shallow beds, (i.e. bed depth < equivalent bed diameter), the 
peaks in the freeboard velocity profile are detected near the vessel 
walls. This agrees with the results obtained in this work, which 
show bubbles rising faster near the vessel walls in shallow beds.
Recommendations for further work
The truncation of the bubble size distributions by the probe (in 'B 1 mode) 
prevents construction of accurate size distribution histograms. In 
principle, improvement of the coverage of small bubble sizes could be 
achieved by reduction of the vertical distance between the leading and 
coplanar probes. However, any substantial reduction in this dimension 
below the present 6.8 mm would require a corresponding reduction of the 
existing lateral 6.5 mm spacing of the coplanar probes; for otherwise all 
bubbles would be rejected on jitter time considerations. The smallest 
possible horizontal spacing would be achieved by simply gluing the probes 
together. With the existing probes this would permit a vertical separation 
of ^ 3 mm and the detection and measurement of bubbles down to this size. 
Unfortunately, however, the probe would then present a substantial, compact, 
obstruction to the flow and it is doubtful whether measurements made with 
it would truly represent bubble behaviour in the bed as a whole.
Although there accordingly exists a lower limit on the size of bubbles
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that can be observed with this kind of probe, further work should be 
conducted to investigate the effect of particle size, gas-flow, and 
distributor design, as well as bed geometry and dimensions, to allow 
the present results to be generalised.
All the results in this work were obtained by experimenting with particles 
of one size (and density) only. It would be of interest to extend this 
work to include solid particles of varying sizes (up to 1.5 mm), such 
as are used in industry.
Observations made with the particular tube-bank arrangement mentioned in 
Chapter 3 should be generalised by use of different spacings and 
configurations of tubes. Vertical as well as horizontal tube-banks should 
be introduced into the bed and data on bubble behaviour, collected for 
these two tube-bank orientations, should be collated with existing heat 
transfer data for them.
Finally much emphasis has been placed here on the supposed effect of the 
gross circulation patterns in a gas fluidised bed (5), on the bubble rise 
velocity and size and frequency distributions. This influence has 
been inferred from discrepancies in the magnitude of rise velocities 
measured (± 20%) across the bed cross-sectional area but under identical 
operating conditions. Similar deductions have been made by earlier 
workers, both in fluidised beds (6) and in gas-liquid bubble columns (55) 
In the latter case, the existence of circulation patterns can also be 
verified visually; but in the case of three-dimensional fluidised beds 
only indirect evidence for this phenomenon has so far been available. 
It is clearly highly desirable to acquire independent evidence of the 
existence of such circulation patterns, which have not been observed
364
directly in the present work.
Possible techniques for demonstrating the existence of such circulation
patterns are:
1. By observing lateral movement of rising bubbles caused by the 
horizontal component of such circulation patterns. This could 
be detected by the use of two probes (either compound probes* of 
the types described here or single probes operating in 'C f mode 
or its equivalent) mounted fairly close together and in echelon. 
If the horizontal line formed by the two probes coincided with 
the direction of particle circulation then comparison of signals 
should reveal a strong correlation between the arrival of a bubble 
at the leading probe and a bubble encounter shortly afterwards of 
the trailing, and laterally displaced probe.
If the two probes were not available, an alternative might be to 
mount the single probe just below the surface of the bed and to 
correlate the signals received from the probe with photographic 
records of the craters caused by bubble eruption at the bed surface, 
This technique would of course detect only circulation patterns 
just below the bed surface, but could be used to investigate the 
variation of the latter with bed depth. One fundamental problem 
with this technique is that circulation patterns only exist in 
freely bubbling beds at some considerable superficial velocity 
above the minimum fluidising velocity. It is thus difficult to 
ensure that the bubbles detected at different times are in fact 
identical.
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2. Solid 'tracer' particles either of radioactive material or in the 
form of radio capsules, can be introduced in the bed and their 
paths traced using detectors or radio receivers outside the bed. 
This would in principle be a reliable method to employ, since it 
is independent of the bubbles in the bed; but practical difficulties 
in its application in a three-dimensional bed would be considerable.
366.
APPENDIX A
If we take a bubble with a spherical indent of radius R and 
height 2 6 above the sphere base:
s
Volume of spherical cap of radius of curvature R and height 6.
e
dv «— I ir R 2 Sin 2 0 d (R Cos 6)
6=0
e.
dv = -IT R 3 (1 -Cos2 0) d (Cos 6)
6-0
367.
V =- Cos 6: - Cos3 6 + —
Since Cos 0 _ V
V = -TTR 3
R-6 R 3 -3R2 6 + 3R62 -6 s + -±-
V _ TT f_6 2 R + l6 3 1
V = IT
Vw is twice this or
= 2TT6 2 (R-| )
so 2ir5
2 ,„ 6
VS 4TT 3~ R
-
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Estimate of common $ = Sxivi/Sxixi = 0.66945 
Regression sum of squares for fitting common $ is
) = 0.34059
Regression sum of squares for fitting separate $^ is
= °' 34171
Change in sum of squares by fitting separate 3i is
0.34171 - 0.34059 = 0.00112
Residual m.s. when fitting separate (3^ and a^ is
-^- Z(residual sum of squares) = °-Q?613 = 0.003045




which, on (2.23) degrees of freedom, is not significant.
The regression lines are therefore parallel
Regression sura of squares for fitting common a and $ is 0.11411.
Reduction in sum of squares from fitting common a and 3 is therefore
0.34171 - 0.11411 = 0.22760
. ^ -j 4..*. 0.22760F - statists for identity = 2x0t003045 = 18.69
which, on (4,25) degrees of freedom, is significant at the 0.1% 
level. There is thus no evidence that the regression lines are
identical.
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Estimate of common 3 is - 0.65264
Regression s.s. for fitting common $ is = 0.46462
Regression s.s. for fitting separate 3i is = 0.46856
Extra s.s. from fitting common 3 = 0.00394
Residual m.s. when fitting separate 3 and a = 0.0296 / 32 = 0.000925
F statistic for parallelism is:
0.00394 
2 x0.000925
= 2.13 on 2,32 degrees of freedom
Not significant; there is no evidence that the regression 
lines are not parallel.
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Identity Test:
Regression s.s. for fitting common a and 3 = 0.16458 
Reduction in s.s. from fitting common a and 3
= 0.46856 - 0.16458 = 0.30398
F statistic for identity = -
= 82.16 on 4 and 32 degrees of
freedom.
Highly significant; i.e. there is evidence that the lines
are not identical.
APPENDIX D








































Estimate of common slope assuming different intercepts
= 3 = 0.72368.
Regression sum of squares for fitting common 3 is = 0.703164.
Regression sum of squares for fitting separate 3 is = 0.71051
Extra sum of squares from fitting common slope = 0.00735.
Residual m.s. when fitting separate 3i and
„ , . 0.00735 
F statistic for parallelism = 4 x o.0017257
on 4,44 degrees of freedom.
= 0.07593 /44 
= 0.0017257 
= 1.065
Not Significant? There is no evidence that the regression
lines are not parallel.
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Identity Test;
Regression s.s. with common slope and different intercepts
= 0.70316
Regression s.s. with common slope and intercept = 0.81665. 
Extra s.s. due to fitting common intercept = 0.11349 
P statistic for identity, (assuming parallelism)
0.11349
4x0.001726
Very highly significant; There is evidence that the regression
lines are not identical .
APPENDIX E








































Estimate of common slope =
0.856454
Parallelism
Regression s.s. for fitting common 3 is = 0.830918 
Regression s.s. for fitting separate $i is = 0.842245 
Reduction in s.s. from fitting common $i is
= 0.842245 - 0.830918 = 0.011327
Residual m.s. when fitting separate 3i and o^
°- 05110Z residual s.s./35 = 
i = 1 35
= 0.00146
. ^ , , -, • . 0.011327 . _„_ F statistic for parallelism is = 4 xQ 00145 = - 9395
on 4,35 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at 1% level;
No evidence that the regression lines are not parallel
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Identity not Assuming Parallelism
Regression s.s. for fitting common a and 3 = 0.08761 
Reduction in s.s. from fitting common a and $
= 0.842245 - 0.087610 = 0.754635
F statistic for identity = oo = 103.37 
on 5,35 degrees of freedom.
Very highly significant; There is evidence that the lines 
are not identical.
APPENDIX F





















































Estimate of common slope = 2.467013.21343 = 0.767719
Regression s.s. for fitting common 3 is = 1.89397
376.
Regression s.s. for fitting separate $^ is - 1.92325
Reduction in s.s. from fitting common $^ is
1.92325 - 1.89397 = 0.02928 
Residual m.s. when fitting separate 3i and
6 0 991 fi 1 fi
Z residual s.s. / 76 = ' ^01 = 0.0029159276
0 02928 F statistic for parallelism is = 5x0.0029159 
F statistic = 2.0083 on 5,76 degrees of freedom.
Not significant at 1% level.
No evidence that the regression lines are not parallel
Identity not Assuming Parallelism
Regression s.s. for fitting common a and $ = 0.35352 
Residual s.s. from fitting common a and $
= 1.92325 - 0.35352 = 1.56973
1 56973 
F statistic for identity = 7 X Q.Q029159 = 76 - 9




aQ Cross-sectional area of an orifice in a gas distributor.
A, A^ Cross-sectional area of a fluidised bed.
AQ "Catchment area" defined in equation (2.35).
b Constant in equation (2.9).
C Constant in equation (4.3) .
CD Coefficient of discharge of orifice.
dy. Diameter of sphere with a volume equal to the local
average bubble volume/ in equation (2.36).
dQ Diameter of an orifice.
Average diameter of particles. 
dp Diameter of a particle. 
dfa , D, Db Diameter of a bubble. 
de/ De Diameter of sphere with the same volume as the bubble.
D^Q Diameter of primary bubbles;
Diameter of bubbles formed at the orifice (or diameter of 
bubbles formed at the distributor) .
D, Average bubble height at a given bed height.
Der Diameter of an eruption caused by a bubble when it breaks
at the bed surface.
Diameter of a combined bubble. 
F Bubble frequency.
fv Local number of bubbles striking the probe per unit time. 
F^ Number of bubbles passing a certain height in the bed.
Ft Total bubble frequency .(at nine points on the bed
cross-section) .
378,
ffa Bubble frequency: average number of bubbles in a given
volume.
Fbo Frequency of bubble formation at a nozzle.
Fc Coalescence frequency: the number of coalescences taking
place in a certain bed volume at a given height.
Fc Bubble frequency in C mode in equation (3.1).
g Acceleration due to gravity.
GB , Oft Bubble flow rate.
G, Gfc Gas flow rate (and Gas flow rate through an orifice).
h Height above distributor plate in equation (2.36).
h Bubble nose-to-floor height.
h Vertical distance between the noses of two bubbles,
h' Vertical distance between the centres of two bubbles.
hcr Critical vertical distance behind a bubble beyond which
the velocity of a following bubble is not affected.
hg Height of a spout or a jet. 
H Height of a fluidised bed.
Bed height at minimum fluidisation. 
j Jitter time. 
K Constant in equation 4.1.
K, Dimensionless constant in the bubble rise velocity
equation (2.4), and constant in equation (2.18).
Constant in equation (2.29).
379,
Separation length between the leading and the coplanar 
probes.
Bubble vertical axis length in equation (2.27). 
m Wall correction factor in equation (2.9). 
n 
n0/ N, N2 Total number of orifices in a distributor plate.
Nj, r^ Number of active orifices in a distributor plate,
(at a given gas flow rate).
p, P^, ?2 Constants in different equations.
r, r 1 Radial distance.
rb , R, Rb Radius of a bubble.
rw Radius of the concave bubble base.
S Distance in Figure (6.1).
t_ Time taken by a pair of bubbles to coalesce.C
Tl T2 Tl'' ' ' Time delays, in 'B 1 and 'C 1 modes.
td Delay between operation of two neighbouring orifices.
t0 Time for bubble to grow to diameter D^c from a single
orifice.
T Time of detachment, equation (2.23).
380.
Ua/ UA Absolute bubble rise velocity.
Ufc/ UB Bubble rise velocity relative to the particulate phase.
U Superficial gas velocity.
Rise velocity of a bubble in an infinite medium.
Minimum fluidising velocity.
UM Minimum gas velocity at which a distributor could function
without any orifice becoming momentarily non-operative, 
(equation 2.36).
Ug Emulsion phase velocity vector.
Velocity of a combined bubble. 
, VB Volume of a bubble.
Volume of a primary bubble.
Vg Volume of a sphere with the same radius as a bubble in
equation 4.6.
X, Y, Z Distances along the X, Y and Z co-ordinates, OJL \\ <3 
% Vertical distance above the bubbling nozzle.
381.
GREEK LETTERS
a and 3 Coefficients in equation (4.2).
6 Distance in Figure (4.12).
Ap Pressure drop.
At Time interval.
6B Volume fraction of a section of a bed occupied
by bubbles.
Average bubble voidage. 
SD Porosity of dense phase. 
6 Angle in equation (6.1) and Figure (6.1).
®w» ®wl' ®w2 Wake angles.
p Density of particles.
Jfir
p Density of gas.
V Kinematic viscosity.
<f> Angle between two coalescing bubbles defined
in equation (2.34) .
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